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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

       In recent years, human rights clinics have mushroomed across United States law schools, 

specializing in work ranging from direct representation of asylum seekers in U.S. courts, to in-

ternational litigation, to project-based advocacy that includes fact-finding visits and production 

of reports documenting human rights violations throughout the world. Increasingly, those human 
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rights clinics have *338 begun to address human rights within the United States, and not just in 

places beyond our borders. At the same time, domestic poverty law clinics are increasingly look-

ing to human rights norms in framing some of their advocacy, which often takes the forms of di-

rect legal services, community lawyering, and law reform. 

 

       Critiques of international human rights lawyering point to imperialist narratives and “victim 

essentializing” often perpetuated by human rights lawyering. While these critiques may apply 

with equal force to the international and domestic human rights arenas, they are most often lev-

eraged against advocacy directed outside of the United States that is project-based and norm-

driven, or that involves the direct representation of individuals characterized by the law and ad-

vocates alike as “vulnerable victims.” Human rights clinical law professors often struggle along-

side students to develop lawyering strategies that are responsive to those critiques yet still effec-

tive in achieving the goals of clients--be they individuals, groups, or organizations. Although 

these ethical, strategic, and pedagogic challenges may be relatively novel for human rights clini-

cians, they are familiar terrain for many poverty law clinicians who have long-struggled with 

similar challenges in the context of direct representation of poor, marginalized clients and en-

gagement in law reform and impact advocacy efforts. Clinicians in other areas of social justice 

lawyering, particularly those working in the poverty law arena, have developed a rich body of 

scholarship in this area that has itself been influenced by the corpus of critical legal and social 

theory. Nevertheless, these challenges remain for poverty law clinicians, too. 

 

       We, [FN1] as human rights and poverty law clinicians, have felt encouraged to come to-

gether and initiate a rich exchange of ideas, lessons and strategies for grappling with these chal-

lenges, both independently and collectively. We initially presented the core themes addressed in 

this Article during a workshop we led as a group at the 2010 AALS Conference on Clinical Le-

gal Education. Here, we seek to further develop these themes. We review the ways in which 

critical theory has been introduced to address vexing questions concerning “victim essentializa-

tion” and “othering” in poverty and community development law clinics in the United States. We 

then explore strategies for redefining human rights lawyering in a way that is responsive to criti-

cal theorists and that informs and expands our teaching, our advocacy, and our students' sense of 

what it means to be a human rights lawyer. In the process, we examine the changing role that 

human rights law and advocacy have come to play in social justice initiatives within the United 

States. *339 By bridging international human rights lawyering with domestic poverty and com-

munity lawyering, we have found that our collective advocacy, and therefore the pedagogy we 

employ in teaching and supervising our students, can be enhanced by the contributions of critical 

legal theory. At the same time, we recognize that critical legal theory requires ongoing develop-

ment in order to address human rights violations in ways that reduce the harm to those in whose 

names we struggle, and in order to hold the United States equally accountable for its contribu-

tions to those violations. 

 

       Section II of this Article reviews the historical and contemporary uses of human rights 

strategies by U.S. advocates and law school clinical programs addressing problems both abroad 

and here “at home.” We address critiques of this human rights work and its corollary in the U.S. 
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law reform world, and examine how critical theory has helped to reconcile some of these dilem-

mas. In Section III, we identify the dilemmas that remain, including the ways in which we strug-

gle against the perpetuation of an essentializing victim narrative, and the structural realities, 

normative limitations, and the difficulty in various fora of articulating the connection between 

complex historical determinants of human rights abuses and the violations themselves. In this 

section, we use case studies from our clinical courses to demonstrate the complexities of carrying 

out our work and the purposes for which we put critical theory into service. In Section IV, we 

embrace the lessons of critical theory to offer a proposed shift in how we teach human rights 

lawyering and advocacy in the clinical setting while recognizing the need to further deepen such 

lessons. Rather than focusing on the identification of the immediate circumstances of human 

rights violations, we explore how we might approach in both our teaching and our advocacy the 

structural realities that serve as the framework for those violations, how we might include the 

relevant ethical and professional responsibility principles, and how better to incorporate vic-

tims'/clients' voices and goals into our advocacy. Here, we focus on teaching our students not 

only about human rights as protecting or vindicating rights in a way that recognizes our clients' 

human dignity and agency, but also about the genesis of human rights violations. Moreover, we 

consider the opportunities and challenges for teaching this critical theory-influenced approach in 

human rights and poverty law clinics. In Section V, we offer final reflections on the opportuni-

ties critical theory offers for advancing our teaching and advocacy in the field of human rights, 

and the broader implications this may have on social justice lawyering and advocacy in the 

United States. 

 

II. HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY USES AND MISUSES OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

PRINCIPLES 

 

       In this section, we provide a brief overview of the use of human rights principles and norms 

in domestic, international and transnational settings. We first explore what actually constitutes 

human rights work. We then reflect on its historical usages, both in domestic settings and look-

ing outwards beyond the *340 territorial confines of the United States to examine how human 

rights principles have been utilized, tested, and developed over the years. 

 

A. What Constitutes Human Rights Work? 

 

       Human rights advocacy takes on many different forms, from litigation in domestic and in-

ternational tribunals, to foreign policy initiatives aimed at advancing particular rights agendas, to 

grassroots advocacy campaigns aimed at advancing a particular right, on behalf of an individual, 

a group, or a community. Here we seek to identify the different approaches to human rights 

lawyering, in both domestic and international settings, highlighting their susceptibility to cri-

tique. 

 

1. Human Rights in the International Realm 

 

       Although the theoretical foundation for human rights principles dates back thousands of 
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years, the modern conception of human rights took root with the creation of the of the United 

Nations (UN) and the drafting and adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in the 

immediate aftermath of World War II. [FN2] The historical events of the mid-twentieth century 

provided the momentum and the political will for the creation of the United Nations with a gov-

erning Charter that has as its centerpiece the protection and promotion of human rights, formally 

institutionalizing human rights at the international level. But the geopolitics of the post-World 

War II era and the Cold War dominated by Western political and cultural ideology led to the 

construction of a human rights regime focused largely on civil and political rights and directed at 

despotic regimes and countries that refused to espouse democracy and capitalism as the bench-

marks of good governance. [FN3] And, while that construct was historically grounded in the 

evils of the Western hemisphere and specifically the Holocaust” and subsequent *341 civil and 

political rights violations arising out of the West, it was not long before liberal democratic states, 

international governmental and non-governmental organizations alike, directed those constructs 

towards the global South, employing the human rights framework and mechanisms outward, 

seeking to use the norms against regimes assessed as non-liberal, authoritarian, and dictatorial. 

[FN4] While geopolitics played a key role in determining the extent to which human rights were 

pursued as part of a governmental foreign policy agenda, international non-governmental organi-

zations whose core missions were to uphold and promote the human rights principles set forth in 

the UN Declaration on Human Rights and the core international human rights treaties, sought to 

advance human rights globally, sometimes despite the particular foreign policy objectives of the 

state. [FN5] 

 

       Lawyers seized upon the opportunities provided by emerging principles in contemporary 

human rights developments, and have tended to approach international human rights lawyering 

as cause lawyering, where the protection and promotion of a core set of international human 

rights principles is the driving cause. Included in the human rights advocacy toolkit were--and to 

a great extent continue to be--onsite fact-finding “missions.” Representatives from international 

non-governmental organizations (NGOs), deemed the experts, conduct on-site or country visits, 

often aided by pro bono lawyers and sometimes accompanied by congressional representatives or 

staff in hopes of engaging U.S. political pressure, to investigate and document a set of human 

rights abuses. Advocates then publish their findings framed in light of the target country's human 

rights obligations. Core to the reporting is the issuance of a set of recommendations directed not 

only at the country at issue, but also at the intergovernmental organizations that operate--or, in 

the eyes of the report writers, should operate--in those countries. An additional set of recommen-

dations are also directed to the United States government, urging that the findings become a part 

of the institutional operations and the state's immigration, foreign policy and aid agenda for the 

country in question. Through the process often referred to as “naming and shaming,” followed by 

advocacy aimed at wielding the political and economic power of the Western developed states 

over *342 developing countries through foreign policy and sanctions, international NGOs have 

sought to bring about positive change on behalf of individuals and groups subjected to grievous 

rights violations. [FN6] 

 

       The human rights discourse and advocacy in the second half of the twentieth century de-
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scribed above has been vulnerable to critique, due partly to its generally limited substantive fo-

cus and unilateral approach. Despite their inclusion in the core founding documents of the United 

Nations, economic, social, and cultural rights as human rights were subsumed by the Western 

world's emphasis on civil and political rights, viewed as “First Generation Rights.” [FN7] This 

focus on civil and political rights was resisted by many governments, particularly those govern-

ments subject to critique, who--in response to pressures to conform to the Western neoliberal 

democratic regimes-- would argue that economic, social, and cultural rights should be given not 

just recognition, but primacy. The paradigmatic debate was framed in terms of determining a hi-

erarchy of rights: did the right to vote and to freedom of expression trump the right to food and 

shelter? [FN8] 

 

       Both the scope of the human rights agenda as well as the methodology employed for pursu-

ing that agenda has begun to evolve in the twenty-first century, as advocates have begun to inter-

nalize and respond to the critical theorists and others who resisted the didactic and largely Euro-

centric nature of the movement that characterized--and sometimes caricaturized--the targets of 

their advocacy as disempowered victims helpless in their own pursuit of dignity. 

 

*343 2. Human Rights in the Domestic Social Justice Realm 

 

       Enthusiasm for using international human rights to frame the struggle for domestic social 

justice has undergone a recent resurgence, but it is not a new idea or strategy. The utilization of 

human rights principles in U.S.-based rights struggles has a long and mixed history. For exam-

ple, attorneys for petitioners in Yick Wo v. Hopkins cited international treaties recognizing “the 

inherent and inalienable right of man to change his home and allegiance,” [FN9] and the aboli-

tionist movement has been recognized by at least one legal scholar as “the first successful inter-

national human rights campaign.” [FN10] Although ultimately rejected as a strategy, W.E.B. Du 

Bois articulated an international human rights objection to domestic racial segregation as early as 

1923. 

 

       Following the establishment of the United Nations and the adoption of the Universal Decla-

ration on Human Rights after World War II, advocates presented their first petition to the United 

Nations challenging the domestic treatment of African-Americans, framing their struggles in 

light of the global fight for freedom. [FN11] But concerned with how the U.S. campaign for ra-

cial equality would play on the world stage, Eleanor Roosevelt herself urged the leaders of the 

movement to keep their struggle internal to the United States, marking the beginning of the prac-

ticed conception that human rights was something that happened outside of the United States, 

and civil rights is what happened inside the United States. [FN12] Indeed, civil rights activists 

were severely condemned as “un-American” and “communist” for linking domestic racial op-

pression with international human rights. [FN13] Moreover, the very meaning of human rights 

became distorted as it was severed from the “Soviet-inspired” [FN14] pursuit for *344 economic 

and social justice. [FN15] While social welfare programs expanded, there was no political con-

stituency for framing these programs as human rights entitlements. The government signaled its 

hostility to efforts to construct economic and social matters as rights, as opposed to aspirations. 
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[FN16] The impact of this deliberate dichotomizing of rights versus aspirations along lines of 

civil and political as distinct from economic, social, and cultural still lingers. Until recently, U.S. 

advocates implicitly acquiesced to governmental positions in terms of human rights agendas and 

strategies. [FN17] 

 

       But while the reliance on international human rights norms and standards in the successful 

challenge brought by the NAACP Legal Defense Fund in Brown v. Board of Education is well-

documented, [FN18] it was also subject to critique. Ultimately, Brown v. Board of Education is 

most often referred to as a civil rights victory, and not as a human rights victory. [FN19] 

Throughout this mixed history, the reliance placed by advocates and adjudicators on the civil and 

political rights enshrined in the constitution subsumed international human rights norms as the 

domestic civil rights movement achieved success--or at least attention--in the U.S. courts. 

[FN20] 

 

        *345 This strategic emphasis on a civil rights, rather than a human rights, framework in 

Brown has not gone unnoticed by scholars. Derrick Bell, [FN21] Mary Dudziak, [FN22] Richard 

Delgado, [FN23] and Carol Anderson [FN24] each make compelling arguments that the plain-

tiffs' victory in Brown, as well as the landmark civil rights legislation that followed it, should be 

viewed critically as a reflection of a somewhat cynical move by elite whites in power who sought 

to gain an edge in the Cold War with the Soviet Union--a move that ultimately sacrificed the 

broader civil rights and economic justice goals that a true human rights agenda might have ad-

vanced. 

 

       Today, however, domestic poverty and social justice advocates in the United States find 

themselves at a unique historical moment for progressive lawyering and human rights advocacy. 

Over the past decade, in response to an increasingly conservative judiciary and the rollback of 

civil rights in the United States, [FN25] these advocates are incorporating with more frequency 

international human rights norms, language and strategies into their work within the U.S. bor-

ders. [FN26] This increase stems, in part, from international human rights bodies such as the 

United Nations Human Rights Committee and the Inter-American Commission on Human 

Rights providing accessible and credible opportunities for advocates to raise human rights con-

cerns, while human rights advocates, and even some governmental actors, seek to restore the 

country's moral identity by casting the lens of human rights on violations occurring at home. 

[FN27] At the same time, U.S. courts are systematically closing the door on civil rights litigants, 

both through *346 procedural rulings making it more difficult for plaintiffs to access the courts, 

as well as through a substantive narrowing of the scope of constitutional rights. [FN28] 

 

       The methodologies employed by domestic social justice advocates include the traditional 

“rights-based” enforcement methodologies--appeals to international human rights tribunals such 

as those mentioned above and efforts to enforce international human rights norms in U.S. courts, 

arguing that U.S. courts must interpret U.S. law consistently with international norms, or at a 

minimum should address international norms for their persuasive value. [FN29] The Supreme 

Court has signaled some receptivity to the latter advocacy strategy, citing international norms in 
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its recent decisions overturning the sentencing of a subset of juvenile offenders to life without 

parole, [FN30] the juvenile death penalty, [FN31] and the criminalization of consensual homo-

sexual acts. [FN32] In each of these cases, the Court was careful to explain that while interna-

tional human rights and foreign law norms were not “dispositive,” [FN33] or “controlling,” 

[FN34] they were nonetheless persuasive in interpreting the parameters of domestic constitu-

tional rights-based norms, “because the judgment of the world's nations that a particular sentenc-

ing practice is inconsistent with basic principles of decency demonstrates that the Court's ration-

ale has respected reasoning to support it.” [FN35] 

 

       Domestic advocates are also including human rights strategies that employ “broader activ-

ism such as documentation, organizing and education.” [FN36] In fact, some of the most suc-

cessful recent examples of domestic human rights advocacy have been led by grassroots coali-

tions and social movements, rather than by *347 lawyers or established legal advocacy organiza-

tions, [FN37] suggesting that some of the increase in human rights work by domestic poverty 

lawyers is driven by the clients themselves. The Ford Foundation has chronicled the stories of 

several grassroots organizations such as the Kensington Welfare Rights Union in Philadelphia, 

the Women's Economic Agenda Project in Oakland, the Deaf and Deaf-Blind Committee for 

Human Rights in Ohio, and the national Poor People's Economic Human Rights Campaign, all of 

which remain movements led by poor people, but whose ranks have expanded to encompass stu-

dents, social workers, human rights lawyers and others. [FN38] In light of the human rights 

agendas increasingly articulated by grassroots groups and public interest clients, if domestic so-

cial justice lawyers “are to partner with these clients on the issues they have identified, lawyers 

need to be able to work with human rights strategies and concepts.” [FN39] 

 

       Some of these strategies involve efforts to expand domestic human rights lawyering beyond 

the realm of public “rights-based” law. As Martha Davis notes, even where lawyers and advo-

cacy organizations are involved in domestic court proceedings, the high-profile constitutional 

rights-based adjudications such as Roper and Graham should not lead us to believe that “public 

rights litigation is inherently constitutional in nature, and that the importance of global context is 

only relevant in such cases.” [FN40] There is, as Davis points out, much room and need to de-

velop global human rights based advocacy strategies in litigating common law “private matters 

with public consequences, such as housing, consumer affairs and family law ... [which] are often 

the bread-and-butter of federally funded legal services offices for the poor.” [FN41] Thus, Davis 

argues, “the future of public rights litigation may look different than the immediate past, as liti-

gants facing constricting federal rights discover--or rediscover--the potential of common law ad-

judication for social change and the role that global context can play in judicial common law rea-

soning.” [FN42] 

 

       If the next generation of domestic social justice advocates is to fully realize the human rights 

movement's potential for realizing social justice, [FN43] it is imperative that they continue to 

think creatively and critically about their work. 

 

*348 B. Critiques of Social Justice Lawyering 
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       While not diminishing the important role human rights institutions and advocates have 

played over the past century in protecting fundamental freedoms across the world, the Eurocen-

tric political and social construct of the human rights discourse historically grounded in the post-

World War II era has failed to fully account for the interdependency of economic, social, and 

cultural rights with civil and political rights, and the complexities that arise in the balancing of 

those rights. It has also failed to acknowledge and give credit to human rights struggles that pre-

ceded the United Nations, such as independence and antislavery movements, and the women's 

suffragette movements across the world--struggles that did recognize the interdependence of 

economic, social, cultural, civil, and political freedoms as all being central components to the 

recognition of human dignity. [FN44] This has led to a human rights paradigm highly susceptible 

to charges of Western cultural and political imperialism. [FN45] 

 

       It is important, moving forward, to understand the theoretical developments that have ad-

dressed the substance and the scope of the human rights agenda. It is also equally important that 

advocates look to the lessons of the poverty law movement and the work of critical theorists in 

thinking about how to advance the newly denned agenda in a way that is thoughtful and self-

reflective. 

 

1. Critical Theory 

 

       Critical Theory has contributed to a powerful intellectual and political movement that has 

influenced legal thought from which to critique law and legal institutions. Critical Theory is as-

sociated with the Frankfurt School theorists who, during the 1930s, urged the development of 

new forms of thinking to achieve enlightening and emancipatory knowledge for a practical pur-

pose: “to liberate human beings from the circumstances that enslave them.” [FN46] Critical The-

ory seeks to articulate a theoretical approach to “unearth the false assumptions that had hereto-

fore held humanity in its sway,” [FN47] to pursue “‘human emancipation’ in circumstances of 

domination and oppression,” and to be “explanatory, practical, and normative, all at the same 

time.” [FN48] 

 

        *349 Critical Theory can also be properly described as “critical theories” which have 

emerged as progressive schools of thought associated with multiple social movements. [FN49] In 

the context of law and justice, critical legal theories are concerned with the ideology of law and 

the ways that law facilitates justice while revealing how it may serve as a pretense for justice. 

[FN50] 

 

       Modern critical legal theory has most often been identified as critical legal studies (CLS), 

described variously as an “intellectual current, an academic movement, a professional identity, 

and a loosely knit organization.” [FN51] CLS emerged in the 1970s to challenge conventional 

legal thought and expose the proposition of “neutral law” as myth. [FN52] CLS has attempted to 

expose as fallacy the “formalism” of legal thought and has challenged the concept of the deter-

minacy of legal precedent by suggesting the ways in which prejudices and economic interests 
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infect legal decision-making. [FN53] 

 

       While emphasizing the indeterminate and political nature of the practice of law, CLS delib-

erately resisted a unified theory. [FN54] At the same time, other critical legal theoretical move-

ments emerged including, but not limited to, critical race theory (CRT), feminist legal theory, 

LatCrit theory, and queer theory, among other outsider conceptual developments. [FN55] These 

theoretical movements reflected *350 a disillusionment with the “unemancipatory rationality of a 

masculinist radical politics” that was said to characterize CLS. [FN56] Nevertheless, critical le-

gal theories and the various schools of jurisprudence with which they are associated might be 

said to have a common purpose: a “dedication to transforming legal practices to serve the values 

of equality and social solidarity.” [FN57] 

 

       As an analytical framework, these movements have problematized our capacity to theorize 

and implement justice in a politically effective manner, particularly in an age of globalization 

and growing interests in human rights practice. [FN58] The teachings of critical theory however, 

have not been applied with equal force to critique the human rights enterprise and to advance so-

cial and economic justice. In this section, we explore the utility in doing so. 

 

a. Influence of Critical Theory on Domestic Poverty Lawyering 

 

       The pervasive influence of critical theory on domestic poverty law practice is perhaps most 

obvious in the “cause lawyering,” or “impact advocacy” areas and the more recent emergence of 

community lawyering. As Marc Feldman explains, for many years among legal services lawyers 

there were basically two practices--individual service cases and “impact” cases. Impact cases 

were “viewed as significant and special ... seek[ing] to advance the interests of a number of poor 

persons by ‘reforming’ some widespread practice or abuse.” [FN59] Many thoughtful commen-

tators have described this as a “false dichotomy,” [FN60] and even more poverty lawyers--

including Feldman-- recognize the importance of, and political power in, the representation of 

individuals. [FN61] In this Article, we too reject this dichotomy [FN62] and thus, as discussed 

below, refer to a type of lawyering with a newer name-- community lawyering. 

 

        *351 Beginning in the late 1970s and continuing through the early 1990s, scholars and pov-

erty law practitioners took a critical look at the practice of poverty law. [FN63] The criticisms of 

lawyering for poor people that emerged focused both on the lawyers themselves as well as the 

methodologies they employed. Recurring themes in this critical analysis included poverty law-

yers' failure to understand or acknowledge the limitations of litigation as a means of social 

change, with its concomitant diversion of resources away from more promising strategies. 

[FN64] Poverty lawyers were described as “out of touch with the needs and concerns of those 

they represent,” [FN65] and as “completely divorced from the realities of their clients or the 

communities those clients inhabited.” [FN66] This literature also criticized the manner in which 

poverty lawyers related to their clients, in particular the problem of lawyer domination over cli-

ent autonomy. [FN67] Poverty lawyering, when divorced from client and community context, 

and “led” by the lawyers themselves, was famously described by Gerald Lopez as “regnant.” 
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[FN68] As William Simon observed, “[i]n this literature, client empowerment means liberation 

from lawyers as much as obtaining leverage on the outside world.” [FN69] Like the criticisms of 

human rights lawyering described in Section b. below, poverty lawyers were criticized for adopt-

ing strategies that imposed and perpetuated victimization narratives, [FN70] often based on the 

privileged lawyers' inaccurate assumptions about their clients. [FN71] 

 

        *352 There are obviously many possible narratives concerning the still-evolving legal ser-

vices and poverty law movement, and we do not wish to oversimplify or overstate our thesis. We 

believe, however, that one credible narrative thread is that many aspects of the community 

lawyering movement are a response to critical analysis of poverty law practice. As critical theory 

considered poverty law methods, poverty lawyers struggled to develop both more effective and 

collaborative models and to engage with the very real moral and ethical dilemmas presented by 

their practice. Scholars were urged to produce bodies of work that would be relevant to legal 

practitioners and client communities. [FN72] Ethical challenges were explicitly confronted. The 

challenge inherent in the critic's imperative to respect “the client community's voice, vision, and 

humanity,” [FN73] was appropriately recognized to be a “vastly more complex undertaking than 

most lawyers ha[d heretofore] supposed.” [FN74] Derrick Bell's 1976 exhortation to engage in 

the “long overdue inquiry” about cause lawyering and professional responsibility, [FN75] raised 

questions such as: who is the “client?;” [FN76] how should the lawyer navigate among “the of-

ten diverse interests of clients and class?;” [FN77] and, ultimately, to whom or what value sys-

tem does the lawyer owe allegiance? [FN78] These concerns are echoed in the ethical dilemmas 

confronting today's human rights practitioners and clinicians, and they have not disappeared 

from the scene in clinics and practices with a domestic focus. 

 

       Significantly, a unifying theme emerged from the application of critical theory to both 

scholarship and practice--a call to community. In his 1994 call for change to poverty law prac-

tice, Edgar Cahn describes disassociation from the client community by legal services offices 

and civil rights groups as parallel problems that cause lawyers must address: 

 

        It is important to note how far legal services attorneys and legal services programs 

have come since the mid-sixties. On all fronts, we have tended to move away from com-

munity, away from the poor, away from collective efforts to mobilize resources .... We lost 

contact with anything remotely like a constituency .... It is no coincidence that the NAACP 

Legal Defense and Educational Fund did the same thing: it severed all connection with the 

NAACP--and continued its lone and valiant representation, increasingly *353 isolated from 

those it sought to help, only to discover somewhat belatedly the emergence of an under-

class for whom most of its past victories were irrelevant. [FN79] 

       Community lawyering, described more extensively in Part C of this Section, entails under-

standing that lawyers and the client community are engaging in a “collective fight for social 

change.” [FN80] John Calmore, who was a veteran poverty lawyer and critical race scholar, ex-

plained the professional duty of poverty lawyers is to cultivate: 

 

        [R]espectful regard and comprehensive understanding of a world that is foreign to us, 
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even as we practice within it. Practicing law in the community is not a tourist adventure 

and, therefore, we must eschew the routine of the autonomous, interloping advocate who 

dreams up cases in the home office and then tests them on the community. That is, we must 

search for invitation, opportunity, and connection that legitimate our very presence and 

committed practice .... Only through this approach will advocates effectively become in-

corporated within the client community. [FN81] 

       Advocates are encouraged to explore and to engage collaboratively with client groups in 

non-traditional legal fora to advance the clients' objectives, such as organizing for political ac-

tion. [FN82] Progressive lawyers are called upon “to step outside law and put their faith, how-

ever partial and reticent, in community,” [FN83] to partner with communities in determining an 

agenda, and to concentrate on “building community resources and mobilizing community ac-

tion.” [FN84] The lawyers who are part of “this emerging tradition act not as saviors or champi-

ons, but rather as partners in collective ventures to change the world.” [FN85] 

 

       The extent to which the present generation of poverty law advocates have internalized and 

adopted some of the lessons learned from critical self-reflection and legal theory can be seen in 

Deborah Rhode's exhaustive 2008 survey of public interest practitioners. [FN86] The survey re-

veals that poverty lawyers increasingly measure their success in terms of client empowerment, 

community integration, advances in public awareness and social attitudes, [FN87] and that the 

*354 lawyers have taken steps not to over-rely on litigation as the sole or even primary means to 

effect change, instead employing multiple approaches. [FN88] Rhode's report emphasizes that 

collaboration with grassroots organizations is “widely perceived as critical in securing sustain-

able social change,” with many legal organizations, including law school clinics, [FN89] work-

ing in partnership with community groups or coalitions to provide services to secure legal and 

policy reforms. [FN90] While poverty law, including that practiced by law school clinics, has 

internalized and incorporated many elements of critical theory into its day-to-day practices, we 

continue to struggle with victimization narratives, with the dignity a client must often relinquish 

to claim a legal benefit, and with how and when to teach these issues to our clinical students. 

 

b. Influence of Critical Theory on the International Human Rights Movement 

 

       As referenced above, the human rights movement, as it developed in the second half of the 

twentieth century, was susceptible to a range of criticisms, including charges of cultural imperi-

alism from those against whom the norms and paradigm were employed, from important voices 

within the critical theory movement, and from cultural relativists who challenged the concept of 

the universality of human rights. [FN91] Makau Matua, a leading critical theorist in this realm, 

has provided a useful framework for assessing the human rights paradigm, setting forth what he 

has called the human rights movement's “damning metaphor,” in which the “Savages-Victims-

Saviors” triad drives the human rights paradigm. [FN92] As Matua explains, the human rights 

rhetoric has historically approached governments in a stark black and white framework, in which 

the “evil” State, “expresses itself through an illiberal, anti-democratic, or other authoritarian cul-

ture,” and works as the “operational instrument of savagery” when it deviates from cultural prac-

tices of the West. [FN93] The Victim within the human rights metaphor is characterized as “a 
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powerless, helpless innocent whose naturalist attributes have been negated by the primitive and 

offensive actions of *355 the state or the cultural foundation of the state.” [FN94] And the Savior 

is the “victim's bulwark against tyranny.” Matua elaborates: 

 

        The simple, yet complex promise of the savior is freedom: freedom from the tyrannies 

of the state, tradition, and culture. But it is also the freedom to create a better society based 

on particular values. In the human rights story, the savior is the human rights corpus itself, 

with the United Nations, Western governments, INGOs, and Western charities as the actual 

rescuers, redeemers of a benighted world. In reality, however, these institutions are merely 

fronts. The savior is ultimately a set of culturally based norms and practices that inhere in 

liberal thought and philosophy. [FN95] 

       Matua's metaphor provides an illustrative framework for grounding critiques of the human 

rights movement as an inherently Eurocentric movement that seeks to shame “other” cultures as 

the inferior savage for operating outside of Western cultural norms promoted under the guise of 

human rights. [FN96] 

 

       Other critical theorists have warned human rights advocates that narratives constructed for 

the specific purpose of assisting clients with their asylum claims, for example, may contribute to 

cultural essentialism. [FN97] Ratna Kapur has cautioned feminists about the post-colonial con-

struction of the Third World victim subject aided in part by the deployment of feminist politics in 

the realm of international human rights. [FN98] Critical theory has served as a cautionary note 

that asylum claims may function, as observed by Michelle McKinley, as “the paradigmatic ex-

ample of post-colonial rescue and the contemporary extension of the maternal imperialist pro-

ject,” thus contributing to a racialized discourse of victimhood. [FN99] Isabelle Gunning has cri-

tiqued the hypocritical manner with which international human rights norms are exposed and the 

ways in which issues involving asylum, particularly those that are gender based, function to pe-

nalize others while exempting similar harmful acts committed in the United States from con-

demnation. [FN100] Other scholars, drawing on the work of Angela Harris who upended the idea 

that “a unitary, ‘essential’ women's experience can be isolated and described independently of 

race, class, sexual orientation,” [FN101] have demonstrated the way that problematic notions of 

essentialism have been embedded in *356 international human rights work generally. [FN102] 

Critics have also paid attention to lawyering methodologies and have warned against a top-down 

approach where legal strategies and decisions are determined by elites who deliberate and debate 

separate and apart from client communities. They have urged the need to pay attention to clients' 

stories while recognizing clients' needs and abilities to employ “strategic uses of victimhood nar-

ratives.” [FN103] 

 

       Many of the important critiques offered by these critical theorists have begun to insert them-

selves into human rights work to produce new ways of thinking and conducting legal advocacy 

based on human rights principles. Increasingly, scholars and practitioners have recognized the 

need to reconstruct human rights theory through the application of critical theory. [FN104] The 

harsh assessment of human rights work that portrays “human rights activists [as] ... thoughtless, 

shortsighted, Anglo/Eurocentric, Western Imperialists, perpetuating colonialist stereotypes, and 
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glorifying autonomy ( ... label[ed] a Western construct) over collectivism” has fostered the de-

velopment of a more reflective approach to human rights work. [FN105] Northern/Western per-

spectives on human rights norms are now more likely to be interrogated for their questionable 

assumptions of universality, colonial legacies, and the voices they exclude. [FN106] Scholars 

have exposed the cultural arrogance in those human rights discourses that characterize violations 

as discrimination (us/here) and persecution (other/there). [FN107] 

 

       Moreover, influenced by critical theories, many U.S. human rights attorneys are circumspect 

about their roles as elites within the legal system. Many have endeavored to develop a client-

centered, non-hierarchical approach in their work in order to accomplish a “redistribution of 

power” within their own relationships as they simultaneously seek such a goal for their clients. 

[FN108] Critical theorists have also contributed to an expanded human rights framework that 

now includes economic, social, and cultural rights as human rights along with the traditional fo-

cus on civil and political rights. As human rights practitioners have exposed the *357 false di-

chotomy that privileged civil and political rights to the exclusion of other categories of rights, 

they have incorporated poverty law and domestic civil rights issues within their docket and have 

applied international legal norms to their analysis of a range of national and local issues. 

[FN109] A network of human rights advocates has stepped forward to monitor and report on the 

United States' failure to implement treaty obligations at home. [FN110] 

 

       As Berta Esperanza Hernández-Truyol has observed, “[c]ritical theory offers the concepts of 

multidimensionality, interconnectivity, multiplicity, intersectionality, and anti-essentialism. Hu-

man rights theory offers both an expanded rights-base and the interdependence and indivisibility 

ideal. These strands together offer fertile ground to refute, reject, and invalidate the monocular 

approach that atomizes our deliciously complex selves.” [FN111] Nonetheless, as we demon-

strate below, the contribution that critical theory can make to social justice lawyering and teach-

ing remains underdeveloped. 

 

III. UNFINISHED BUSINESS; DILEMMAS THAT REMAIN 

 

       Teaching and practicing human rights law, whether internationally or domestically, have a 

purpose. As a conceptual matter, the paramount goal of our collective work is the alleviation of 

human suffering. [FN112] Teachers and practitioners identify cases and events where the human 

dignity of vulnerable groups has not been recognized and where individuals have been denied 

protection from *358 harm. To accept a case or cause is to signal our judgment that circum-

stances indicate human rights abuses. In the international and domestic framework in which we 

as clinical professors carry out our analysis and assignments, we describe atrocities and degrada-

tion ranging from femicide (feminicidio) [FN113] in Latin America to the hurricane-related dis-

asters and aftermath of displaced persons in New Orleans. As social justice lawyers, by our pres-

entation of the facts and our demands for remedy, we expose a brutality or deprivation suffered 

by individuals and/or communities, depict their circumstances as dehumanizing, and seek to 

identify and hold accountable individual actors, groups, institutions, or states. [FN114] 
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       As described in Part II, in the context of international and transnational human rights work, 

critical legal theory has influenced our efforts to avoid portraying human rights violations in 

other parts of the world (East and South) as cultural pathologies. Human rights advocacy is in-

formed by a recognition that individuals and groups in the United States also suffer human rights 

violations comparable to violations abroad, thus avoiding the “our culture and theirs” bifurcation. 

[FN115] Critical legal theory contributes to the dialogue challenging the presumption of U.S. 

exceptionalism, a long-standing obstacle to the application of a human-rights law approach to 

domestic rights deprivations, [FN116] as progressive advocates have begun to inscribe social 

justice lawyering at home within a human rights framework. At the same time, some teach the 

practice of asylum law for the purpose of pursuing individualized relief, and struggle with how to 

apply critical theory in attempts to avoid stereotypes and eschew the “victimhood/agency dichot-

omy” [FN117] the legal system calls upon us to provide. 

 

       Critical approaches have greatly transformed the field both conceptually and in practice, yet 

all too often, human rights lawyers fail to sufficiently problematize the inequities we seek to re-

dress. At the same time, we have not sufficiently counteracted the distorted victim and other nar-

ratives that we, and the systems in which we operate, create and perpetuate. Moreover, we have 

failed to close the gap that affects relationships between clients and lawyers. Our work some-

times falls short of an approach that exemplifies solidarity with the very communities and indi-

viduals we call our clients. 

 

*359 A. Addressing the Historical and Complicated Determinants of Human Rights Abuses: 

Challenging Post-Colonial/U.S. Imperialist Power at Home and Abroad 

 

       As a matter of teaching and practice, human rights advocates often neglect to examine the 

structural-historical sources of human rights crises. Human rights abuses often occur in post-

colonial contexts, in disintegrating states or states with alternative forms of security (e.g., war-

lordism), and in places where there is fierce competition for resources. In the United States (and 

elsewhere), systemic inequities are often manifested in social relationships that unravel, 

whereby, as Boaventura de Sousa Santos has recognized, “large bodies of populations are irre-

versibly kept outside or thrown out of any kind of social contract.” [FN118] In these circum-

stances, violence and persecution can more easily take hold and systemic deprivation of basic 

human needs is common. And while it is true that human rights scholars and lawyers have begun 

to name social, economic, and cultural rights (in addition to political and civil) as human rights, 

as clinical law professors engaged in social justice lawyering, we have yet to examine suffi-

ciently or consistently in our teaching or our practice the relationship between socio-cultural and 

political-economic conditions on the one hand, and human rights violations on the other. Our ef-

forts to link the consequences of a market economy, as articulated in the form of domestic poli-

tics and foreign policies, with human rights violations are wanting. 

 

       In our international and transnational work, we do not adequately confront the ways in 

which the United States' attempts to order the world around its strategic needs and economic in-

terests have contributed to the conditions that produce human rights violations committed 
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abroad. As Louise Arbor has noted, although the root causes of violence, including torture, often 

involve economic and social deprivations, human rights activists continue to obscure the nature 

of this relationship. [FN119] These circumstances are largely a function of U.S. power and con-

trol over the world's global economy. Chris Patten, Chancellor of Oxford University, has ob-

served, “[f]or all the talk about multipolarity and a post-American world, the U.S. remains the 

only superpower, the only country that matters everywhere ... [with] apparent complete military 

mastery of the global commons.” [FN120] As human rights advocates in the United States, we 

have first-hand “deep knowledge of the beast,” and thus an opportunity, and indeed an *360 ob-

ligation, to set in relief the sources of vulnerability and violence that emanate from within. 

[FN121] 

 

       Certainly in our domestic human rights work, U.S. institutions and corporate actors are often 

targets of complaints and petitions. However, this usually takes the form of idiosyncratic relief 

and not a systemic or enduring remedy. In our direct client representation, we do not explicitly 

challenge the liberal political theory that sustains a welfare system that relies in the first instance 

on economic and market factors, and secondarily, on kinship systems, community ties, and pri-

vate charities to sustain its citizens. [FN122] The assumption that the market is the optimal regu-

latory mechanism for the distribution of goods and services, which in turn forecloses the need for 

safety-net programs except through a residualist welfare system, is usually left uncontested. 

[FN123] While we may focus on poverty, the question of the relationship between inequality and 

rights violations has not sufficiently garnered our attention or efforts. [FN124] Although we ad-

dress the consequential poverty, violence, and suffering as human rights issues, liberal political 

and economic theories as contributors to human rights abuses remain largely outside of the hu-

man rights dialectic. 

 

       Confronting human rights abuses implies the need to challenge the political and economic 

arrangements that create them. Without attention to the structural inequalities and political eco-

nomic conditions that foster rights deprivations and render particular groups vulnerable to re-

pression, our advocacy may fail to advance beyond the immediate situation of our clients' suffer-

ing, and fail to imbue our students with a comprehensive understanding of the source of clients' 

problems. Our task, to be sure, is to provide redress to those who have endured rights violations. 

But we ought not to elide from view the historically contingent manner in which human rights 

violators are produced. While we may identify abuses as the by-product of oppressive regimes, 

we may fail to lay bare their determinants, thus diminishing efforts to challenge larger oppressive 

structures from which they originate. [FN125] Without an effort to understand and unpack the 

genesis of human rights violations, we will contribute to a human rights discourse limited to vic-

tims and perpetrators, and a depiction of barbaric regions of the *361 world or blameworthy 

neighborhoods in our communities, notwithstanding the lessons of critical theory. 

 

B. Addressing the Failure to Merge Critical Theory with Critical Practice 

 

       Critical legal theory has attempted to mediate the power dynamics between poverty and civil 

rights lawyers and clients. For example, practitioners have considered ways to shift from para-
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digmatic individual case/litigation strategies to legal work that is grounded in community alli-

ances and grassroots networks. [FN126] However, even as the influence of critical legal theory 

expanded, especially through the late 1980s, and with greater attention on issues of systemic dis-

crimination and framing of civil rights as human rights, traditional poverty lawyering continues 

to struggle with a top-down provision of legal services to individuals in need. Local programs 

suffer from a lack of shared long-term vision, bureaucracy, quality controls, and productivity 

measures that often fail to meaningfully engage and involve clients. [FN127] 

 

       Poverty lawyers continue to grapple with these issues, particularly in the provision of indi-

vidual services, where the isolation of legal services organizations from the communities they 

serve often perpetuates the top-down service delivery model. In addition, a legal services organi-

zation's focus on professionalism, together with limitations on the types of legal practice permit-

ted under funding rules and the lack of a clear, comprehensive vision for productive community 

involvement, has channeled much of the work of legal services lawyers into the courts instead of 

the communities. Race, class, and other divisions between lawyers and the community members 

they serve have historically existed, and continue to exist today. 

 

       In many areas, critical legal theory, and more specifically, critical race theory, analyses, did 

not seep into the legal practices mode in any sustained or comprehensive fashion. This failure is 

not a critique of legal services organizations alone, which aim to meet ever-increasing legal 

needs of individuals in local communities. Much critical theory has been and remains inaccessi-

ble to the poverty lawyers it criticizes. [FN128] “Failure to attend to those engaged ‘on the 

ground’ is one reason for the mismatch between theory and practice.” [FN129] As a result, criti-

cal theory and literature, including that regarding structural conditions *362 that enable the per-

sistence of poverty, has been divorced from the everyday practice of poverty law. As Michelle 

Jacobs has observed, since clinical legal education developed partially as a reflection of the legal 

services model of lawyering, deficiencies and challenges facing poverty lawyers in legal services 

offices are likely to exist in law school clinics as well. [FN130] 

 

       Perhaps most notable among the ongoing critiques of traditional poverty lawyering is that, 

while aimed at a fundamental but unrealized ideal in the legal services structure, critique focused 

on developing an attorney-client relationship premised on a mutual respect and responsibility 

between attorney and client. This ideal is challenging to achieve in practice and requires both a 

systemic vision and lawyering practice that focuses on relationship-building and personal in-

vestment of time and attention in a local community. It also requires attorneys to develop and 

maintain viewpoints on lawyering that may deviate from mainstream ideas about the lawyer's 

traditional role. [FN131] Even then, issues such as race, class, gender, and systemic power are 

paramount--and must be navigated and negotiated as lawyers seek to practice in a way that does 

not perpetuate a top-down model. In particular, the concept of client autonomy in an attorney-

client relationship is burdened by a variety of limitations even when the attorney and client are 

committed together on a path of risk and uncertainty--after all, any negative result of that risk 

impacts the two in vastly different ways. 
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C. Examples from Clinical Practice 

 

       For us as teachers and practitioners, the conceptual concerns addressed above imply entering 

into the realm of praxis to better understand the challenges they raise for our pedagogy and for 

our methods of practice in the different fora where we work. These concerns affect our relation-

ships with clients and communities, and are no less serious for those of us engaged in practicing 

and teaching in the domestic social justice field. We collectively have found it is often in the 

context of a law school clinical setting where these persistent dilemmas manifest themselves 

most starkly, and where we have an opportunity to engage in a deliberate self-reflective analysis 

about the complexities of carrying out our work and the purposes for which we put critical theory 

into practice. 

 

1. Brief Background: The Work of Human Rights Clinics 

 

       Since they came into existence in the 1990s, human rights clinics in the United States have 

traditionally focused the majority of their work on human rights *363 problems outside of the 

United States. [FN132] Clinic projects varied from representation of individuals before human 

rights bodies (regional commissions, international courts, ad hoc international tribunals, United 

Nations treaty bodies), to writing human rights reports in the style of (and sometimes in collabo-

ration with) Human Rights Watch, Amnesty International, and others, to representing foreign-

born individuals in asylum claims before U.S. immigration courts or in Alien Tort Claims Act 

(ATCA) cases against foreign dictators, corporations, and other “human rights bad guys” before 

U.S. federal courts. [FN133] Periodically, human rights clinics dabbled in cases and projects ori-

ented toward the enforcement of human rights against the United States, [FN134] but histori-

cally, clinical instructors usually eschewed such initiatives, in light of the United States' failure 

to ratify most international human rights treaties and its refusal to subject itself to scrutiny before 

international human rights bodies. [FN135] This was perhaps a practical pedagogic response to a 

concrete reality, but it also served to reinforce the notion (to students, amongst others) that the 

United States was “above” the scrutiny of international law. Moreover, it sent a message to stu-

dents that human rights lawyering and advocacy had a “fly-in, fly-out” quality to it--and that car-

ried along with it all of the top-down baggage explored in greater detail above. 

 

       While human rights clinicians may have felt constrained geographically, many, in contrast to 

clinicians in other areas of the law, populated their dockets with cases and projects that might be 

characterized by a lack of normative constraints. The aspirational nature of the human rights 

norms expressed in the International Bill of Rights and other more recently drafted international 

and regional human rights instruments made for meaty clinic projects. As recent conceptual de-

velopments, the treaty provisions needed analysis and application. Human rights clinics routinely 

seized the opportunities to take on cases of first impression, and to push for expansive interpreta-

tions of principles that incorporated language far more progressive, in many circumstances, than 

U.S. law. 

 

        *364 Human rights clinicians enthusiastically pursued developing a set of norms under in-
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ternational law, and indeed had notable success. [FN136] This group of clinicians focused on 

addressing an urgent set of problems with an exciting new set of tools that, for many, reflected 

their own moral and political codes. But without serious reflection on the structures left unchal-

lenged in some forms of human rights advocacy (an area that is often criticized for prioritizing 

the development of norms over a client-centered perspective), these clinicians risked replicating 

the discriminatory or unfair structures they sought to eradicate. There was also the more obvious 

and practical problem of the efficacy of human rights strategies, of the lack of respect that human 

rights regimes commanded in the world political order, and especially at the domestic level in 

many countries. 

 

2. Brief Background: The Work of Poverty Law Clinics 

 

       Poverty law clinics emerged as the dominant clinic law school model during the 1970s. 

[FN137] They were created to provide students with a broad range of practical legal experiences 

and skills, as well as provide students with a chance to learn social justice concepts while provid-

ing much-needed legal services to poor clients who lacked access to justice. [FN138] These clin-

ics endeavored to provide services in a holistic manner. [FN139] 

 

       The law school clinical model, with a heavy focus on poverty law clinics, continued to de-

velop while traditional legal services organizations experienced increasing limitations on allow-

able practice and access to funding. [FN140] Receptive federal courts, together with a growing 

body of civil rights laws and associated, enforceable remedies, fueled the development of the 

clinical movement. As these dynamics have shifted and restrictions have grown, social justice 

and poverty law clinics and practitioners are increasingly incorporating human rights language, 

strategies, and claims in their work with poor clients and community organizations. As lawyers 

operating in the domestic realm, poverty law clinicians are attracted to the “newness” of the hu-

man rights approach and the exciting opportunities it provides for refraining what had previously 

been considered civil rights and domestic issues, particularly as domestic courts and legal rheto-

ric have become increasingly inhospitable to many claims advanced by the most *365 vulnerable 

among us--persons displaced by catastrophe, undocumented domestic workers, the disabled and 

uninsured, and others. As with international and transnational focused clinical projects, however, 

the incorporation of a human rights framework has not necessarily led to a more client-centered, 

non-hierarchical lawyering approach. Indeed, the challenges chronicled above apply with equal 

force to this new area of poverty law practice. 

 

       As poverty lawyers, poverty law clinicians are also concerned that emphasizing human 

rights claims in traditional domestic poverty work may raise additional concerns that warrant 

critical reflection and analysis. The undertaking may be very attractive to the lawyers and clini-

cal students who have the opportunity to employ, new legal strategies and develop and test new 

legal theories. However, cases and projects that are undertaken without sufficient consideration 

of the amorphous, symbolic, and often unenforceable nature of the human rights remedy may 

leave clients with little by way of concrete relief. [FN141] 
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3. Clinical Case Studies 

 

       The following are examples of cases and projects undertaken in our law school clinical pro-

grams. They serve to highlight the tensions, indeterminacies, and synchronicities that exist in our 

respective international and transnational human rights clinics and in our domestic poverty and 

community lawyering clinics. In reflecting on these case studies through the lens of critical the-

ory, we raise more questions than answers. Specifically, critical theory calls on us to inquire 

how, in our individual client representation, we can avoid client victimization and address the 

broader socio-economic and political factors underlying the client's search for relief. In our 

broader human rights impact work, critical theory highlights the need for a broader understand-

ing and a more systemic challenge to the immediately apparent rights violations. And, when 

seeking to apply international human rights norms domestically, we are called upon to navigate 

the relationships between the client communities and the professional advocates in pursuit of a 

shared strategy, while at the same time, being mindful of the limitations of a human rights strat-

egy to meet the immediate needs of the client community. Our final case study raises concerns of 

the unintended consequences of our human rights advocacy, and we must constantly reflect, as-

sess, and adjust as we strive to work collaboratively with our clients in achieving their ultimate 

goals. Taken together, these case studies, and others interspersed throughout this Article, also 

illustrate the interconnectedness of our fields (poverty, community, and human rights lawyering) 

and challenge us to locate these types of lawyering both at home and abroad. 

 

*366 a. Representing Immigrants with U Visa/Asylum Cases: Individualized Domestic Advo-

cacy Addressing Human Rights Violations Abroad 

 

       The Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act (VTVPA) of 2000 included a new 

form of immigration relief that may provide legal status to undocumented immigrant victims of 

crimes if they have suffered substantial physical or mental abuse as a result of the crime, and if 

they have helped law enforcement officials investigate or prosecute the crime. [FN142] An addi-

tional element of the U visa case is the requirement to establish hardship to the client if she were 

to be returned to her home country. [FN143] 

 

       Advocates increasingly include escalating and brutal violence in Mexico associated with the 

drug cartel wars as an important factor that weighs in favor of proving hardship in U visa cases. 

Furthermore, advocates are now representing increasing numbers of Mexicans who seek asylum 

because of the fear of violence and reprisals relating to drug war violence. [FN144] The immedi-

ate goal is to assemble a strong case based on the horrendous circumstances unfolding in Mexico 

on behalf of clients who are seeking protection from individual and collective forms of repres-

sion. 

 

       Atrocities, systematic decapitations, and charred bodies, all apparent byproducts of the drug 

wars, are part of the daily news. [FN145] As evidence of our clients' claims, a typical submission 

might be journalistic accounts of the violence with headlines that read, “The Drug War at our 

Doorstep” [FN146] or “Mexico Under Siege: Families Want Answers from Man Who Says He 
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Dissolved 300 People,” [FN147] as well as State Department reports that describe the brutal vio-

lence. [FN148] 

 

       Due to the constraints of the legal structures within which these claims are developed, we 

necessarily omit from U visa and asylum narratives the historical and structural determinants of 

Mexico's drug war, particularly those that implicate U.S. policies as contributing to drug trade 

violence. For example, facts setting forth the relationship between the drug violence in Mexico 

and the *367 aftermath of the Washington Consensus are not addressed. [FN149] That tens of 

thousands of displaced workers have moved into drug-trade related activities as a consequence of 

NAFTA has no apparent relevance in these cases. [FN150] The U.S. trade in guns and the U.S. 

demand for drugs as factors that contribute to drug violence in Mexico, as well as the knowledge 

that the perpetrators of some of the most brutal acts of criminal violence include U.S.-trained 

elite members of the Mexican armed forces, are also not relevant to U visa cases or in asylum 

proceedings. [FN151] 

 

       The following questions therefore have surfaced from our work on such cases: (1) what are 

the broader socioeconomic-political determinants at play that we want to teach our students to 

educate them about the context in which these cases arise, and (2) how would addressing those 

broader sociopolitical determinants affect our lawyering, or would they? What can we do in the 

individual client representation that seeks to incorporate that broader context in our overarching 

strategy, and how can we challenge the problematic Savage-Victim-Savior narrative? 

 

b. Gender Violence in Mexico and Guatemala: Looking for Room to Apply Critical Theory in 

Systemic Advocacy Addressing Human Rights Violations Outside the United States 

 

       As described above, human rights practitioners not only represent individuals who suffer 

rights violations, but also often work in the realm of cause lawyering and policy to develop re-

ports, manuals, and best legal practice guides pertaining to human rights. One example of such a 

policy project involved the development of a best legal practices guide to prevent and respond to 

domestic violence in Mexico and Guatemala. [FN152] The project was initiated at the request of 

a nongovernmental organization in the United States in coalition with human rights advocacy 

groups in Mexico and Guatemala. Clinic students developed two policy papers on best practices: 

the first relating to advocacy, law enforcement and judicial responses to domestic violence, and 

the second relating to evidentiary concerns in sexual abuse cases. The request for the project was 

in response to the recent epidemic of increased domestic violence and killings of women in Cui-

dad Juárez and the urban areas of Guatemala. 

 

        *368 Students were immersed in the details of feminicidio, rape, and domestic violence 

cases. They read through Special Rapporteur and human rights reports describing the impunity 

characterizing the state's response to crimes against women. They collected best practices and 

commentary from various programs in the United States, international ad hoc tribunals, develop-

ing practices from the International Criminal Court, and protocols from several other Latin 

American and European countries. The end product was both specific and comprehensive, and 
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addressed all realms of legal intervention in these matters. 

 

       Not addressed were the historical and structural sources of gender crimes. Not addressed 

was the impact of structural adjustment program directives and the North American Free Trade 

Agreement, as factors that contributed to the exodus of the unemployed to Cuidad Juárez and the 

diminished capacity of the Mexican government to respond to the unraveling of the city's social 

fabric. [FN153] Not addressed was the history of Guatemala's intermittent violence with its ante-

cedents in the CIA-sponsored coup in 1954. [FN154] Not addressed were the deaths and disap-

pearances of the hundreds of thousands of Guatemalans during the period of civil war following 

the coup, a quarter of whom were women. [FN155] 

 

       Introducing the historical and political complexities of Mexico's drug violence or the mur-

ders of women provides students with the opportunity to problematize how rights abuses are 

shaped by existing power relationships. [FN156] Examining the gender violence in Guatemala as 

a historically-specific social process in which the United States is implicated, particularly where 

it endeavored to thwart the prospect of socio-economic reforms, creates opportunities for a po-

litically radical discourse. [FN157] Classroom discussions and reading assignments that go be-

yond the formalistic structures of the case aid the goals of teaching critical thinking about 

lawyering. [FN158] This expands the teaching of law from a set of technological skills *369 to a 

multidisciplinary approach that includes sociology and politics. [FN159] 

 

       Expanding our discussions with clients to include theories about the larger circumstances of 

their experiences with violence provides an opportunity for meaningful consideration of long-

term solutions. [FN160] A fuller exchange of information beyond eliciting the specific facts for 

their individual cases enables clients to assess whether the truncated narratives employed on their 

behalf may exacerbate anti-immigrant sentiments and contribute to sensationalized accounts of 

violent Mexicans. [FN161] 

 

       The limitations of client-specific cases can be offset by working with grassroots initiatives 

and transnational advocacy networks, some of whom offer an alternative discourse about drug 

violence in Mexico or gender violence in the region. [FN162] And while directly presenting 

these ideas to case adjudicators may be problematic for individual-level advocacy and zealous 

client representation, human rights advocates can act in the capacity of public intellectual to dis-

seminate their ideas in scholarly works, newspaper opinion columns, and other public forums. 

We continually reflect, however, and encourage our students to do so, on what it means in such 

projects to adopt a client-centered approach to lawyering, as well as consider whose interests are 

furthered by this sort of expansive advocacy. 

 

c. Gulf Coast Hurricanes and Public Housing in New Orleans: The Challenges and Limitations 

of Using International Human Rights in Domestic Community Lawyering 

 

       The 2005 Gulf Coast hurricanes Katrina and Rita and the aftermath of disaster justice issues 

that followed brought a notable resurgence in domestic advocates' use of international human 
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rights norms. Social movement focus and activity on housing justice issues in New Orleans was 

anchored to a particular struggle over the post-disaster demolition of public housing. More than 

5,000 units of public housing in the “Big 4” public housing communities were at stake. [FN163] 

The demographics of pre-hurricane public housing heavily favored African-*370 Americans 

(99%) and women. [FN164] The movement to save public housing sought to stop the demoli-

tions and when that effort failed, focused demands on replacing one-for-one demolished units 

and gaining input from displaced public housing residents on the proposed redevelopments. 

Eventually, the redevelopment of newer, less dense mixed-income housing to replace demol-

ished public housing included far fewer affordable units. [FN165] 

 

       Local organizing and advocacy efforts focused on the benefits of a disaster response gov-

erned by human rights such as the UN Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement, which guar-

antee post-disaster shelter along with the dignified treatment of displaced persons. [FN166] Ef-

forts to frame the disasters according to the protections of the Guiding Principles highlighted 

failures of the U.S. government's domestic disaster response under the Stafford Act and bolstered 

the domestic Gulf South grassroots' movement for displaced persons. [FN167] While the United 

States chose not to utilize this human rights framework in its disaster policy, the broad-based 

protections of the Guiding Principles led key movement demands: the right to return for all dis-

placed persons, and just and equitable reconstruction with a focus on race, class, and gender. 

 

       Professional advocates, local and national, explicitly introduced human rights concepts to 

bolster demands for housing justice by providing information and training on use of the Guiding 

Principles in a top-down fashion. The experiences of displaced people informed popular educa-

tion, grassroots organizing, local and regional trainings, and countless discussions at community 

meetings over the post-hurricane years. Formal human rights mechanisms were also utilized in 

hurricane-impacted communities to document and raise awareness about post-disaster housing 

barriers, including shadow reports, Special Rapporteur visits, tribunals, and use of the Universal 

Periodic Review process. [FN168] The human rights framework proved to be a strong organizing 

mechanism exposing policy inequities and disaster capitalism that left poor people worse off in 

terms of housing justice. 

 

       Social justice lawyers allied with those in the public housing movement aimed to develop a 

collaborative model of lawyering alongside impacted community members. The movement in-

cluded lawyers working to build political power outside of the courtroom in, for example, com-

munity meetings and protests, and *371 through demands on public officials and advocacy with 

government policymakers. During this process, lawyers straddled the needs of clients who had 

lost their housing and the collective call of the social movement with which they were involved. 

 

       With a mindfully directed “community lawyering” approach, attorneys grappled with power 

dynamics that favored lawyers' choices; their own limited ability to control needed resources 

such as housing and funds for former public housing residents; challenges of enabling resident 

leadership in the movement; and entrenched structural conditions at every turn. Even reflecting 

on circumstances and relationships from the lawyer's perspective alone might draw attention 
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away from an authentic client-centered approach. This collaborative process was complex with 

new needs constantly emerging and a wide range of involvement in the movement. Lessons 

learned point to the necessity of ongoing, critical self-reflection with close attention on power 

dynamics and the multilayered struggles of impacted community members that lawyers are not 

likely to experience themselves. As described above, mobilizing community action is a long-

term process. Though former public housing residents and lawyers were tethered together, the 

kind of leverage needed to realize post-disaster housing justice was not easily achieved. 

 

       Eventually, lawyers filed a federal class action suit to try to halt the demolitions. [FN169] 

Notably, that complaint brought a claim under international law and specifically UN Guiding 

Principle 28 explaining that, “the United States must allow internally displaced persons to return 

voluntarily, in safety and with dignity, to their homes or places of habitual residence.” [FN170] 

The filing of the lawsuit seemed to refocus the movement's attention and/or coincided with shift-

ing movement efforts. The legal case became a focal point, possibly drawing energy away from 

organizing efforts. Lawyers' energies were increasingly focused on meeting the needs of individ-

ual clients and class members, and on litigating the case. 

 

       The suit to save public housing clearly demonstrated some limits with the power of tradi-

tional litigation. With no domestic right to housing or meaningful political commitment to the 

plight of the most vulnerable post-Katrina residents, the federal court, at the urging of the federal 

and local housing agencies, allowed the demolitions to proceed. The national policy geared to-

ward mixed income redevelopment, preconditioned on scattering residents and severing social 

networks, prevailed. Some residents were never able to return home--not even to return belong-

ings and personal possessions before their apartments were bulldozed. As of this writing, ap-

proximately 2,600 affordable units in New Orleans were occupied and urgent housing needs for 

many thousands remained *372 unmet. [FN171] Once the demolitions were authorized and 

completed, the ongoing litigation was not an effective focal point for the movement. [FN172] 

 

       The guarantees of the Guiding Principles, even when coupled with strong movement orga-

nizing, could not provide displaced persons with necessary short or long term housing relief fol-

lowing the hurricanes. Lack of enforceability of the relevant human rights norms was at odds 

with displaced persons' urgency for immediate safe and affordable shelter. This amplified a basic 

tension with pursuing human rights in the United States. Without government acceptance and 

commitment to enforcement and oversight, the visionary Guiding Principles could not offer hur-

ricane survivors the realization of decent post-disaster housing. 

 

       There is an implicit understanding that grassroots movements require time to build capacity 

and develop effective strategies and tactics for sustainable social change. Thus, the momentum 

generated from extensive post-disaster movement efforts cannot be measured exclusively in 

terms of immediate benefit for individuals or changes in domestic disaster policies. The human 

rights framework offered a long-term vision and promise, provided those most impacted by the 

hurricanes a departure point for discourse and demands, and crucially, allowed displaced persons 

(and their advocates) a measure of hope. 
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       As community lawyers, we struggled with the following issues: (1) how do we achieve bal-

ance between litigation and non-litigation advocacy techniques within the frame of human rights, 

(2) how can community lawyering that incorporates the frame of human rights best serve the in-

terests of clients with urgent needs and social movement capacity building; (3) how does the 

human rights framework serve to build local social movement capacity in the context of domes-

tic justice issues; and (4) why do we, or do we at all, want to encourage our disenfranchised cli-

ents to adopt a human rights framework to address the myriad of problems they face? 

 

d. Denial of Funding for Dialysis Treatment for Immigrants in Miami: Questioning the Value of 

an International Human Rights Strategy in Domestic Poverty Lawyering 

 

       In Miami, Florida, the Health and Elder Law Clinic struggled with the question of whether, 

and how, to incorporate a human rights strategy in its representation of poor immigrants with 

end-stage renal failure whose very survival depended on ongoing access to dialysis treatments. 

On August 22, 1996, the United States Congress enacted the Personal Responsibility and Work 

Opportunity Reconciliation*373 Act (PRWORA). [FN173] The Act barred many “qualified” 

[FN174] and all “non-qualified” immigrants and non-immigrants from receiving most means-

tested federal public benefits, including virtually all safety-net programs for the poor such as 

Medicaid, Medicare and Social Security Supplemental Income. [FN175] The only exception 

permitting use of federal Medicaid funds for this population is through the limited emergency 

Medicaid program. [FN176] Emergency for these purposes is defined as a: 

 

        [M]edical condition (including emergency labor and delivery) manifesting itself by 

acute symptoms of sufficient severity (including severe pain) such that the absence of im-

mediate medical attention could reasonably be expected result in--(A) placing the patient's 

health in serious jeopardy,(B) serious impairment to bodily functions, or (C) serious dys-

function of any bodily organ or part. [FN177] 

       States and localities were left to shoulder the burden of providing unqualified immigrants 

medical care out of their own funds, often at great expense, or to choose to deny immigrants life-

sustaining and medically necessary treatment. [FN178] In 2010, the public health care system in 

Miami-Dade County terminated its provision of outpatient dialysis for the poor. [FN179] The 

Health and Elder Law Clinic, along with local legal services agencies, worked to address this 

crisis through negotiating a streamlined emergency Medicaid application procedure with State 

officials and by conducting an intensive screening of each individual whose *374 dialysis ser-

vices were being terminated to determine whether they were eligible for other insurance to pay 

for the services. 

 

       Our clinic was also mindful of the only other highly publicized occurrence of termination of 

this care, also in the South. Only months before, the public health care entity for the greater At-

lanta region had announced that it would no longer fund outpatient dialysis treatments for end-

stage renal failure for uninsured immigrants. [FN180] In that case, we had watched as poverty 

lawyers filed a series of unsuccessful challenges in state courts based on federal and state domes-
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tic law. They then filed a petition requesting precautionary measures with the Inter-American 

Commission on Human Rights (IACHR), alleging human rights violations. [FN181] 

 

       By many standards, this advocacy was a resounding success. The IACHR issued precaution-

ary measures under its Article 25 authority on behalf of “31 undocumented immigrants residing 

in Atlanta, Georgia.” The Commission asked “the United States to instruct the competent au-

thorities to take the urgent measures necessary to ensure that the beneficiaries have access to the 

medical treatment that may be required for their condition.” [FN182] Despite this success, the 

victory did not change the rights of the patients to life-sustaining treatment, and several died after 

they were sent home from the hospital to Mexico. [FN183] 

 

       In Miami, when virtually the same action was taken by our public hospital, the clinic origi-

nally thought to pursue the same strategy, and clinic students began to draft an IACHR petition. 

Our efforts broke down in this regard for three reasons: First, the clinic had developed a close 

attorney-client relationship with the individuals we counseled and screened whose dialysis 

treatments were being terminated. The clinic found it difficult to articulate to these clients a real 

benefit in pursuing the human rights strategy, particularly if it diverted our already over-extended 

legal resources down an avenue that we knew would not secure any enforceable order for them 

to receive care. 

 

       Second, our clinic believed that raising international human rights violations, going through 

the exercise of “naming and shaming” might poison our relationship, and our clients' relation-

ships, with the very entities they depended upon to survive. In this regard, the clinic made a cal-

culated decision that we would get further by negotiating procedures, and requesting assistance 

for sympathetic individuals, than by making accusations of violation of human rights. 

 

        *375 Third, the clinic became bogged down in the sheer size of the real enterprise. Any 

honest assessment of why our clients were being deprived of their life-sustaining care necessarily 

entailed attacking our entire federal welfare scheme, and especially PRWORA, as a violation of 

human rights. To fail to raise this seemed disingenuous. Yet, to raise it seemed too enormous an 

undertaking, and one bound to become mired in process while our clients might die. One year 

later, the clinic continues to struggle with these issues, and constantly re-weighs the options, as 

the clinic and our clients go hat in hand to increasingly less sympathetic and poorly funded social 

services agencies and healthcare providers requesting the needed care. 

 

e. Ethnic Individuals of Haitian Descent in the Dominican Republic: The Unintended Conse-

quences of Naming and Shaming and the Move Toward Collaborative Transnational Human 

Rights Lawyering 

 

       Over the past three decades, the government of the Dominican Republic has, on a regular 

and systematic basis, discriminated against Haitian immigrants and Dominicans of Haitian de-

scent living in the country. Such discrimination takes the form of periodic collective roundups 

and mass expulsions of persons presumed to be Haitian solely on the basis of their skin color and 
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appearance, as well as the denial of birth certificates to individuals born to parents of Haitian 

origin. [FN184] 

 

       International attention from human rights groups to the situation of Haitian migrants in the 

Dominican Republic emerged in the 1980s. [FN185] Advocates focused their efforts on shaming 

the Dominican Republic before the international community and generating pressure through 

U.S. State Department human rights country reports. [FN186] Three cases focusing on Haitian 

rights were filed against the Dominican Republic before the Inter-American Commission and 

Court of Human Rights. In 2005, in the case Yean & Bosico Children v. The Dominican Repub-

lic, the Inter-American Court found the Dominican government responsible*376 for racial dis-

crimination in its citizenship policy, in violation of the American Convention on Human Rights, 

and ordered the Dominican citizenship law changed. [FN187] Despite this international condem-

nation of the Dominican Republic's treatment of individuals of Haitian descent, the country's 

citizenship laws and policies have ironically become more restrictive, threatening to “further en-

trench the problem of systematic discrimination identified by the [Inter-American Court].” 

[FN188] Moreover, the Dominican government has successfully used the Court's decision as an 

entrée for preaching nationalist rhetoric and emphasizing the existence of an “international con-

spiracy” to undermine Dominican sovereignty. [FN189] 

 

       American and Canadian law school professors and human rights clinics have been involved 

in international human rights litigation, report-writing, and other advocacy related to the plight of 

individuals of Haitian descent living in the Dominican Republic for more than a decade. The 

work has presented exciting opportunities for human rights advocacy, but this work also has had 

troubling implications. What were the unintended real-life consequences for Dominico-Haitians 

of a laudable human rights campaign designed to shame a government, but which may have 

worked to the opposite effect? What lessons did the students learn about the role of a human 

rights lawyer who flies in and out of a distant island periodically to meet (often through a transla-

tor) with local partners and clients, and does his/her best to stay abreast of local context in the 

interim? How did students see themselves vis-à-vis clients and partners who, in most cases, came 

from a different racial, ethnic, linguistic, geographic, and socio-economic background than their 

North American representatives/partners? How did students come to define their ethical respon-

sibilities to the individuals identified as “petitioners” in a case or as “victims” in a report? Was 

there (or could there be) a conflict between the goals of the cause and the goals of client(s)? And 

was a human rights shaming campaign the most effective or sensible response to the counter-

narrative offered by the Dominican government that, as a poor country itself, the Dominican Re-

public was simply trying to develop sensible immigration measures (and, for that matter, was 

looking to the U.S. for inspiration)? 

 

       More recently, the Columbia Law School Human Rights Clinic, upon reassessing its advo-

cacy on this issue, considered how it might address the *377 Dominican government's griev-

ances that the international community was unfairly picking on an easy target rather than focus-

ing attention on the impact of international trade and investment regimes of the world's empires 

on small developing countries, and on the migration crisis from Haiti to the Dominican Republic. 
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The clinic examined the practice of collective expulsions and violence against ethnic Haitians in 

the border zone between the Dominican Republic and Haiti from a foreign policy perspective, 

and learned that the United States was partially funding, equipping, and training a new elite unit 

of the Dominican Armed Forces, “CESFRONT,” whose mission was to secure the border be-

tween the Dominican Republic and Haiti. [FN190] Local NGOs in the two countries had exten-

sively documented human rights abuses committed or facilitated by CESFRONT, including vio-

lence, corruption, and human trafficking. 

 

       The clinic is currently pursuing advocacy before the State Department and Congress to draw 

attention to the human rights violations committed on the border by this military force connected 

with the United States. Underscoring the transnational dimension to the issue of mass expulsions 

and violence against Haitians brought coherence to the advocacy, created new alliances between 

local Dominican Republic-Haiti border NGOs, U.S. NGOs, and the Columbia Human Rights 

Clinic. It also eased some of the political and strategic discomfort that students and instructors 

alike had felt with a sole focus on the international litigation against the Dominican Republic. 

 

D. Observations 

 

       The concerns illuminated in the case studies may not be easily resolved within the forums 

where we practice. The human rights systems within which we work are formal legal systems. 

[FN191] The nature of the legal claims sometimes seems to foreclose the possibility of introduc-

ing the historical and structural questions, particularly those that address U.S. complicity in hu-

man rights abuses. Similarly, with regard to policy projects, human rights work often requires 

choices based on resources and other realpolitik considerations, including the desire to achieve a 

concrete and realizable goal. [FN192] However, the knowledge that we omit from the pages of 

our immigration applications and policy briefs must nonetheless be broadly advanced through 

multi-dimensional forms of advocacy--in the class-room, with our clients, with community allies, 

and in the public discourse generally. 

 

       These case studies suggest that there will be no immediate answers forthcoming or easy con-

sensus achieved as to the causes of human rights violations or how *378 to address them. But as 

one critical social theorist has noted, “CST in education does not ask students to wait until an-

swers to difficult social problems are available to them before they critique them.” [FN193] For 

human rights advocates to constrain abuses, they must “consider the ways in which the knowl-

edge they produce is located in global networks of power.” [FN194] The next section provides a 

revised approach for teaching and practicing that may further the efforts to more fully realize the 

lessons of critical theory. 

 

IV. CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION AS A SITE FOR SHIFTING FROM 

CIRCUMSTANCES TO STRUCTURE 

 

       It is indeed exciting that we have now come to this historical crossroads in which many 

clinical disciplines are engaging with some form of human rights work. Because clinics often 
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serve as a laboratory for thought processes, analysis, and the practical application of theory, a 

focus on clinics provides the opportunity to set out and test guides, if not goals, for human rights 

lawyering generally. 

 

       Above we have reviewed the historical and present-day dilemmas engendered by many 

forms of human rights lawyering and advocacy, particularly those led by groups and individuals 

in the global North/West. Inspired by the lessons of critical legal theory, as witness to many of 

our colleagues who have long struggled with incorporating those lessons into their work, and in a 

quest to further deepen our own understanding of those teachings, we propose a self-reflective, 

goal-driven approach to clinical teaching and practice in human rights work. We recognize this is 

an ongoing project, that no clinical discipline has “mastered” a critical approach to its work, but 

in the spirit of engendering a conversation between disciplines, we lay out here some lessons that 

we, as poverty law, community lawyering, and human rights clinicians, can learn from each 

other about how to strengthen our respective approaches to conducting human rights work. In so 

doing, we are challenged to rethink the entire structure of how we teach lawyering, from encour-

aging a rigorous practice of self-reflective lawyering amongst our students and building a peda-

gogy around teaching the genesis of human rights violations, to examining economic and politi-

cal processes, power relationships, and the mechanics of human rights practice. At the end of this 

section, we offer some concrete lessons we have learned in order to generate additional discus-

sion about the teaching and practice of human rights and social justice work in law school clin-

ics. 

 

*379 A. Applying Critical Legal Theory to Ambivalent Advocacy 

 

       The process of questioning our assumptions about justice and advocacy strategies, and chal-

lenging our methodologies, approaches, and class and project design, is not easy, comfortable, or 

certain. How does one teach human rights lawyering--an endeavor that Peter Rosenblum has de-

scribed as “a realm of advocacy tools, not abstract truths--a dynamic amalgam of norms, proce-

dures, and fora, full of tensions and contradictions” [FN195]--to clinic students? Because human 

rights advocacy is a “process of strategic decision-making in a realm of uncertainty,” Rosen-

blum's pedagogic goal is to train “ambivalent advocates”--that is, students who are “‘committed 

to action, but alert to the multiple consequences' that sometimes, though often unintentionally, 

accompany such action as part of the advocacy strategy.” [FN196] 

 

       To be clear, our use of the term “ambivalent advocacy” does not imply that we train our stu-

dents to be ambivalent about a shared social justice mission of alleviating human suffering. 

Rather, we encourage students to become comfort-able when thinking about advocacy beyond 

the rigid legal frameworks in which they have been immersed and beyond the trial paradigm they 

have been taught to master, and instead to view human rights lawyering as a matrix that offers 

several tools to make strategic decisions. Indeed, amongst clinicians, there appears to be a grow-

ing recognition of the importance of encouraging students to “think outside the trial paradigm 

and master the informal encounter.” [FN197] It is with this orientation toward teaching “ambiva-

lent advocacy” that we reflect on the previous set of case studies to suggest places where we may 
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encounter ethical, moral, and strategic “crossroads” in our work as clinicians, and how critical 

legal theory may help us to navigate those crossroads to reflect our larger goals as teachers, ad-

vocates, and scholars. 

 

B. Lessons Learned Among Human Rights, Poverty Law, and Community Lawyering Clinicians 

 

       Our initial impetus for beginning this project grew from the malaise amongst the human 

rights clinicians among us with the dominant manner in which human rights theory and practice 

has traditionally been conducted and taught to future generations of lawyers in the United States. 

It seemed that human rights *380 clinicians at times distinguished our enterprise from that of our 

poverty law and community lawyering counterparts in a way that “excepted” us from exploring, 

whether in the classroom or through project selection, our own replication of privilege and hier-

archy, or our own unexamined perpetuation of simplistic imperialist narratives and victim essen-

tialization. Those of us who teach in human rights clinics therefore looked to others of us who 

teach in poverty law and community lawyering clinics for rich lessons based on years of strug-

gling to incorporate the lessons of critical legal theory into our work. What we have discovered 

through our conversations are a number of lessons learned, as well as a number of shared chal-

lenges and new questions. Here we offer some of those reflections, recognizing that this is the 

beginning of what we hope to be an ongoing exploration and collaboration. 

 

       In particular, we highlight four areas in which our poverty law and community lawyering 

clinical colleagues have stimulated our thinking about the application of critical legal theory, 

both in our practice and in our pedagogy: (1) careful selection of cases and projects that reflects a 

commitment to taking on riskier endeavors that we situate in their social, political, and historical 

contexts; (2) creating and adopting an ethical framework that is responsive to the challenges we 

face in our work; (3) redefining community lawyering to include different kinds of collaborative 

partnerships, from working with communities, to identifying transnational dimensions to our 

work, to working with non-legal professionals; and (4) creating an ongoing self-awareness about 

power differentials and how that informs our work with respect to race, class, culture, gender, 

ethnicity, disability, sexual orientation, and sexual identity. Answers are not easy or forthcoming 

in any of these areas, but engaging with the questions, and teaching our students to identify and 

engage with these questions, is as critical, we believe, as the answers themselves. 

 

1. Carefully Selecting Cases/Projects and Situating Them Within a Broader Context 

 

       Above, we discussed the collective failure of traditional human rights clinics to find a place 

for teaching students about the socio-political and historical determinants giving rise to the viola-

tions they endeavor to remedy. This dialogue has clarified that poverty law clinics have similarly 

long struggled with teaching students about the structural inequalities in which their individual 

clients are positioned. So how then do we achieve this, and for what purpose? One strategy by 

which to do this may be to choose projects, whether domestic or international, that go beyond the 

readily apparent violations, beyond the moralistic, and which provide opportunities to pressure 

hegemonic power and the consequences of the ideology of neoliberalism. Of course, this should 
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be done in consultation with communities, identifying the issues that they, through their repre-

sentatives, feel *381 are most important to address. Also, in thinking about where our clinics are 

situated, it may be strategic to consider selecting projects in which U.S. misuse/abuse of power 

can be highlighted and exposed. We must then be prepared to respond to the next question: for 

what purpose are we choosing cases and projects that are richly layered in this way? Do we seek 

simply to teach about the determinants of a case for its pedagogical value or its intellectual chal-

lenge, or is there a tangible advocacy opportunity that may present itself? Even if advocacy op-

portunities present themselves, are they consistent with the client's advocacy goals? If not, 

should we nevertheless seize these opportunities outside the context of that particular client, and 

how? And can we always know in advance which projects and cases will lend themselves to this 

sort of scrutiny? 

 

a. Pedagogical Strategies: 

 

        “[T]he point is not just to explain the world but to change it” [FN198] 

       We suggest a rethinking of our pedagogical strategies to include the political-economic and 

historical sources of human rights crises at the same time we seek to remedy their consequences. 

By doing so, we contribute to the reevaluation of the relationship between law and rights on the 

one hand, and socio-economic structures on the other. Attention to the ideological logic of the 

market provides students with the opportunity to examine the ways that the excesses of capital-

ism contribute to “normalizing” human rights abuses. While progress has been made in teaching 

cross-cultural competence, the development of explicit conceptual frameworks for an under-

standing of the sources of harm has lagged behind. [FN199] It might be helpful also to include in 

our teaching the global “emancipatory experiences” and successful movements to better appreci-

ate the promises of an alternative world. [FN200] 

 

       Attention should be given to perspectives that include issues of colonialism, post-

colonialism, global economics, and imperialism. Students should be encouraged to consider the 

ways in which U.S. interests preclude the development of a consistent set of human rights norms. 

This may encourage students to deepen their analysis and consider the ways in which economic 

globalization has contributed to global human rights harms. 

 

*382 b. Developing the Capacity for “[R]iskier projects that are more aligned with the transfor-

mative goals of empowerment, social justice” [FN201] 

 

       Vasuke Nesiah and Alan Keenan have persuasively argued that strategies designed to ame-

liorate human rights abuses are not likely to be effective unless they challenge hegemonic ide-

ologies and dominant political structures. [FN202] Such strategies require the engagement of 

projects to confront the economic and political factors that shape the violations and, at the same 

time, respond to the needs of victims. 

 

       Nitzah Berkovitch and Neve Gordon describe the limitations present in much of human 

rights work: 
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        While legal accomplishments can sometimes challenge social structures, they are usu-

ally confined to mitigating the structure's excesses (i.e., unintended results that constitute 

violations). Consequently, they often also end up strengthening the system itself, since by 

correcting some of the structure's ‘dysfunction,’ direct litigation helps produce the belief 

that there is an impartial system that adjudicates between parties and corrects wrongs. In 

this way it helps silence structural criticism. [FN203] 

       Berkovitch's and Gordon's critique is at the core of critical legal theory. This does not mean 

that legal strategies--as confined as they might be--ought to be abandoned. However, without 

responding to the structural issues that may be silenced, critical theory often fails to serve prac-

tice in any meaningful way. As others who study human rights abuses have admonished, ad-

dressing violence without recognizing it as “a broad condition in which endemic poverty, rapid 

structural adjustment, and a lack of law enforcement are clustered risks compounding rather than 

ameliorating it.” [FN204] 

 

       Client-specific cases and prototype human rights policy projects may present constraints on 

our ability to address the structural realities that give rise to the claims we undertake. Of course, 

these cases and projects are important, and we will continue to undertake them despite limita-

tions. The gains to be had, for example, in representing individuals fleeing persecution or provid-

ing guidance for responding to gender-based violence cannot be overstated. However, we might 

consider projects that create spaces for both immediate response and long-term transformative 

changes. Such projects would reflect the same tensions contained within social justice move-

ments outside of the realm of law. If we represent individuals fleeing escalating drug-cartel vio-

lence in Mexico, or the *383 crisis of gender violence in Latin America, we might join forces 

with transnational networks and local social movements, as discussed below, that are seeking 

ways to oppose to current models of free trade. [FN205] There are clearly many more possibili-

ties, and, in fact, some human rights practitioners have undertaken projects that address sources 

of impunity and endeavor to affect fundamental social change. 

 

       Human rights projects are difficult to identify in the abstract; they are often dependent on 

extending our knowledge beyond that with which we are familiar and they are most useful if they 

are determined and planned from the bottom up. Boaventura de Sousa Santos cautions about the 

limitations of critical theory as it is conceived in the global North and the practices it engenders. 

He states that “a wide variety of new left practices occur in unfamiliar places carried out by 

strange people; they also speak very strange non-colonial languages (aymara, quechua, guarani, 

indi, urdi, isiZulu, kikongo or kiswahili) or less hegemonic colonial languages such as Spanish 

and Portuguese and their cultural and political references are non-Western.” [FN206] He sug-

gests that the work of human rights advocates must include a process of developing a transna-

tional socio-political legal culture that identifies alternatives undertaken in solidarity with resis-

tance movements throughout the globe. Indeed, critical theory, together with transformative 

practices, calls for nothing less than such initiatives. [FN207] 

 

2. Adopting a Meaningful Ethical Framework 
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       A lesson that resonates strongly from the Gulf Coast case study is the need for rigorous ac-

countability. Often, questions of our accountability emerge primarily in discussions of the ethical 

parameters constraining our work. A challenge we face, however, is that there is no professional 

code of conduct explicitly designed for human rights practitioners, no commonly agreed-upon 

ethical rules. Many of the professionals who work in the field of human rights may be governed 

by ethical codes corresponding to their profession. But how far does this go towards providing 

guidance or governance in employing the full range of human rights advocacy tools? 

 

       Once we set afoot on this exploration, we discover that a series of ethical questions emerge, 

questions with which our poverty law and community lawyering colleagues have also struggled. 

It is important for us to dwell on the lawyer-client relationship because it is at the heart of the 

common understanding of the lawyer's role and the basis for traditional ethical analysis. How do 

we *384 maintain a client-centered approach in our work and what does that entail, whether it is 

about how we portray our clients publicly or about how we address cross-cultural competencies? 

We also need to explore the more common circumstances in human rights advocacy where the 

client is not technically an individual. Then we must consider our relationship with our client vis-

à-vis our relationship with the larger human rights movement. If we do not have such a relation-

ship, how do we avoid becoming free agent activists beholden only to a certain set of aspirational 

norms? [FN208] 

 

       In the Dominican Republic/Haiti case study, the Human Rights Clinic's experience with the 

advocacy itself became the basis of a pedagogical exercise in exploring ethical dilemmas. As 

demonstrated from heated debates amongst students that ensued in the classroom, “legal ethics,” 

as defined by the Model Rules of Professional Conduct or any given state bar's rules of ethics, 

was not always a sufficient lens for examining various ethical dilemmas in human rights prac-

tice. What value then is there in exploring the ethical codes of other professions (medical, aca-

demic, journalism, humanitarian)? [FN209] One proposal by a student in the Columbia Law 

School Human Rights Clinic suggests adopting the following eleven principles from various pro-

fessions to guide the ethical behavior of international human rights lawyers: exercise compe-

tence; undertake effective communication; maintain independence; engage in zealous advocacy; 

do no harm; protect life, health and dignity; assess risks/benefits to the population; guarantee 

fully informed consent; ensure accuracy and objectivity; practice cultural sensitivity; avoid con-

flicts of interest; and take steps to ensure accountability. [FN210] 

 

       While we do not have space here to develop these principles in great depth, we plan to do so 

in the future. For now, we think they serve as useful guideposts for a consideration of the place 

of diverse ethics norms in our work. 

 

3. Rethinking Community Lawyering: Local and Global 

 

       One transformative practice centers on the lawyer's own focus and attention to “collabora-

tive lawyering.” As discussed in the domestic context, there is a strong role for interna-
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tional/human rights lawyering that prioritizes a pedagogy based on collaboration with impacted 

people otherwise known as “the clients.” This model envisions a type of lawyering that cedes 

control and decision-making to *385 non-attorney, local actors working for equitable, social 

change and recognizes the systemic and structural inequalities. In this model, the lawyer must 

tailor his or her own practices to cultivate meaningful and trusting relationships with the client 

while remaining conscious of the process of collective mobilization and cognizant of the broader 

social movement goals. In short, it is the essence of one type of shared vision for justice that can 

have lasting and meaningful impact in the kind of broad and deep system change that social 

movements are most concerned about. [FN211] How is this model achieved? We offer some ten-

tative suggestions for theory and approach. 

 

a. Building Solidarity and Developing Broad Challenges to Injustice 

 

       Critical to this lawyering practice in both domestic and global settings is an understanding 

that there is no single, monolithic “community” with which lawyers interact. “Community” is 

often built by complex coalitions and alliances that can include numerous actors and leaders, in-

tentional partnerships, and various relationships (or history of relationships) with government 

actors. Lawyering based on respect for those within a community holds the people--those people 

who are impacted the most by policies and decision-making--as indispensable to and for a suc-

cessful lawyering process. In this respect, the term “collaborative lawyering” rather than “com-

munity lawyering” might better describe the central values, relationship and alliance, between 

lawyer and client in a participatory lawyering model aimed at tactical coordination, community 

mobilization and large-scale transformation for justice. 

 

       Key approaches point lawyers toward realizing this model, which turns traditional lawyering 

on its head. Rather than focusing on primarily individually-centered goals, “collaborative 

lawyering” seeks to advance collective mobilization and establish and build networks with par-

ticipant control. To accomplish this, lawyers should have a sophisticated understanding of the 

underpinnings of critical legal theory: race, gender, and class oppression. In the international 

human rights context, lawyers must also develop and monitor their own ideas, discourse, and ac-

tions in light of social and cultural values; local economic and political forces; needs of vulner-

able populations involved (or not involved) in decision-making; the community's past experi-

ences with collective action; and the spectrum of movement priorities. 

 

        *386 Lawyers should be adaptive to an often-chaotic social movement response that is, by 

nature, fluid. Goals, strategies, and tactics vary and morph depending on circumstances and 

grievances. In the international human rights context where a “transnational lawyering” approach 

continues to grow, this premise is critical. As donors invest heavily in reforming place-based 

politics, lawyers working for large-scale law reform and those engaged in international advocacy 

that tests new theories and claims in an increasingly-internationalizing context will confront 

firsthand the legacies of opportunistic colonialism, globalization, and the impact of neo-liberal 

economic and political forces. Lawyers should be ready to learn and should expect to practice 

law with dramatically different boundaries. Specific considerations emerge from the “collabora-
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tive lawyering” model as it is applied in the international human rights context. 

 

       Importantly, lawyers must be cautious not to usurp or diminish community power in any 

community process. “The risk that legal strategies will increase the community's ideological sub-

jugation, rather than build its power, can only be countered if the lawyer consciously identifies 

himself with ‘ground level organization’ within the community ....” [FN212] Even as the lawyer 

mindfully works in an intentionally-collaborative process, the very fact that the lawyer is en-

gaged in lawyering within and on behalf of a vulnerable community itself presents challenging 

questions about power and calls into question the limitations and authenticity of the lawyer's re-

lationships with community members: 

 

        Lawyering relationships--like all relationships--cannot be purged of power or the pos-

sibility of coercion and complicity with the group domination. The issue of power pervades 

all aspects of the community lawyer's job, from decisions about whether to take on a case 

to the nature of the lawyer-client relationship to tactical and strategic issues within a par-

ticular case. [FN213] 

       This tension around power calls into question inherent challenges with lawyering and in par-

ticular, “collaborative lawyering” for justice. The lawyer must confront not only power dynamics 

but also the legacy that “lawyers can be and often are destructive of real justice.” [FN214] 

Whether the “collaborative lawyering” model can be developed to its potential so that lawyers 

and the law are actually used reliably as tools for social change by those who will benefit from 

systemic social justice reforms is uncertain. The lawyer's ability to actively reflect on the dynam-

ics of the profession in the world order and vis-à-vis social justice goals must be part of a process 

that frees the lawyer from relationships driven by power and privilege. This requires reflection 

on the profession as a *387 whole: “Current professional responsibility courses do not address 

justice or fundamental inequality and the lawyer's role in fashioning and maintaining that ine-

quality.” [FN215] 

 

       In the international human rights context, there are also serious risks of reprisal and harm for 

lawyers in challenging the state's authority or failures, but the primary risks are borne by the 

people they serve who have no escape route from the community in conflict. While the grave 

risks underscore the tremendous transformative potential of involvement with global struggles, 

the dynamic of risk creates natural tensions in the lawyer's professional engagement in interna-

tional human rights issues and conflicts. As the scale of advocacy increases, pressure in and on 

the local community also increasingly calls into question whether the potential positive impacts 

of “collaborative lawyering” can withstand and sustain. And for the participants--those with 

grievances about systemic forces interfering with their own lives, they must also be able to en-

dure co-optation and conformation through an extremely pressurized process. As Lucie White 

has noted, “social groups risk stunting their own aspiration. Eventually they may find themselves 

pleading for permission to conform to the status quo.” [FN216] This caution resonated with 

those of us struggling with the denial of life-sustaining health care in Miami, as we very much 

feared alienating the providers on which our clients depended for survival with charges that they 

had violated international human rights norms. 
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       Finally, lawyers working in an international human rights context must consider their own 

motivations and re-imagine what is possible. “[L]awyering success is not measured by whether a 

case is won. It is rather measured by such factors as whether the case widens the public imagina-

tion about right and wrong, mobilizes political action behind new social arrangements, or pres-

sures those in power to make concessions.” [FN217] This ideal is one that can carry lawyers 

forward in strategic work for justice. 

 

b. Creating Transnational Partnerships 

 

       Building on the importance of collaborative lawyering as a model for our work, and reflect-

ing on the importance of the partnership between human rights lawyers and grassroots social 

movements, as underscored in the Gulf Coast case study, we understand even more the critical 

importance of building transnational alliances in our work, and where our work requires domes-

tic, subnational alliances. These transnational and subnational links allow us to remain grounded 

in local realities, and constrain opportunities to subvert the agenda of those most affected by re-

placing it with our own agendas as “outsiders,” or “foreigners.” Moreover, these transnational 

links are imperative because of the possible *388 far-reaching impact of the work we do, and so 

to not consider these links is to act irresponsibly in terms of anticipating all possible conse-

quences and impacts of our work. Thinking and acting transnationally thus is one antidote to a 

myopic view of human rights. 

 

       To adequately respond to an increasingly interconnected, global world in which the histori-

cal and structural determinants of human rights violations are growing in complexity, human 

rights advocates, with human rights clinics at the forefront, are well-positioned to strategically 

build transnational alliances. Arguments that justice is fundamentally to be debated and delivered 

upon within national borders have lost appeal as the social processes shaping peoples' lives rou-

tinely overflow territorial borders. [FN218] The call to build transnational networks extends be-

yond the development of universal norms to address shared human rights concerns; it demands a 

vibrant and ongoing relationship between social justice advocates as well as those most affected 

by human rights violations themselves to engage each other in discussion of the challenges they 

face and they opportunities for moving forward together. As Scott Cummings and Louise Trubek 

note, transnationalism “acknowledge[s] the ultimate limits of state power and assert[s] the need 

for globalized social justice strategies.” [FN219] 

 

       Transnationalism serves multiple purposes. First, it serves to strengthen and render more ef-

fective the overall human rights project by amplifying within an international context human 

rights concerns that may be seen as isolated domestic or local concerns. Framing human rights 

violations as internationally-occurring transgressions, for which all countries must be held ac-

countable, allows activists and advocates to mediate the tension between competing conceptions 

of rights, often between national governments and locally-affected persons and communities. 

This approach is particularly compelling in our increasingly-globalized world, in which specific 

violations or transgressions are so often not solely attributable (if they ever were) to one particu-
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lar state actor, but rather may be attributable to one or more state and non-state actors, including 

international financial or political institutions. [FN220] 

 

       Second, the shared language of human rights allows advocates to converse with each other 

and expand possibilities for their own advocacy. In certain political contexts, such as the United 

States, in which global exceptionalism continues to carry much currency within public discourse, 

advocates are able to learn from their global counterparts as they build their campaigns even if 

they *389 ultimately strategically eschew the language of human rights. For example, the 

Women's Institute for Leadership and Development (WILD) for Human Rights used the Conven-

tion to End Discrimination Against Women to advocate for the incorporation of a human rights 

framework at the local level in San Francisco, although it used the language of “discrimination,” 

not “human rights,” to connect with an audience that was unfamiliar with the terrain of interna-

tional human rights law. [FN221] 

 

       Additionally, transnational engagement allows movements struggling for recognition within 

their own contexts another platform for such recognition, through legitimizing their efforts 

abroad and then carrying that badge of legitimacy home. [FN222] Finally, advocates are increas-

ingly realizing that without transnational engagement, local or national claims for redistribution 

are inadequate and in fact, effective remedies extend beyond national economies and institutions. 

[FN223] Where decisions made in one territorial state have ripple effects elsewhere, the call for 

concerted action is not just an ideal, it is imperative to adequately address the violations. Trans-

nationalism therefore becomes a means by which to provide representation to the many who are 

denied the chance to press their claims of misdistribution and misrecognition within borders out-

side of their own, even though the forces that perpetrate injustice flow across borders. [FN224] 

 

       Advocates and students can learn from transnational alliances built amongst people and 

communities affected by violations themselves. Many of these transnational alliances have been 

built around regional free trade agreements, workers' rights, and corporate exploitation. [FN225] 

At the grassroots level, local groups sought out international allies to challenge government re-

structuring and corporate projects stimulated by neoliberalism. [FN226] One widely noted ex-

ample was the movement of people displaced by the World Bank-funded Narmada River dams, 

in which mass resistànce worked together with domestic litigation and international advocacy 

before the World Bank and International Labor Organization. [FN227] 

 

        *390 Another transnational development has emerged with the growth of Alien Tort Claims 

Act litigation, in response to global outsourcing and resource extraction by transnational corpora-

tions. [FN228] Such litigation has afforded human rights lawyers in the North the opportunity to 

work closely with survivors and NGOs in the countries in which the violations occurred. For ex-

ample, the Khulumani Alien Tort Statute (ATS) litigation sought to hold liable dozens of foreign 

multinational corporations and banks for their complicity in perpetrating the horrors of the apart-

heid regime in South Africa. [FN229] The plaintiff, a grassroots NGO entitled the Khulumani 

Support Group, is comprised of members who are self-identified “victims” and “survivors” of 

gross human rights violations under apartheid who routinely engage in broad-based advocacy 
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nationally and internationally. [FN230] 

 

       We clinicians must join this trend of transnationalism as we devise human rights advocacy 

strategies. Moreover, we must encourage our students to engage in the analysis of why transna-

tional networks are important, how best to operationalize them to achieve intended purposes, and 

to anticipate unintended consequences. 

 

       Recently, U.S. clinics have started to build transnational networks with clinics and human 

rights centers in the Global South. For example, the Global Alliance for Justice Education was 

founded in the late 1990s to facilitate the network of clinical and practice-oriented law school 

professors from around the world interested in promoting social justice pedagogy. The Legal Re-

source Centre in Ghana's collaboration with U.S. law schools provides another interesting exam-

ple in that the partnership promotes alternative forms of public interest practice geared toward 

reforming development. [FN231] Another recent example is found in the North-South Consor-

tium between Diego Portales University School of Law (Chile), University of the Andes School 

of Law (Colombia), University of Miami School of Law, Columbia Law School, and Harvard 

Law School. In February 2011, Diego Portales and Miami law schools hosted a convening, Gen-

der Justice in the Americas: A Transnational Dialogue on Sexuality, Reproduction, Violence, 

and Human Rights, with the goal of promoting a transnational exchange among advocates and 

scholars, including amongst law school clinics, working on gender and sexuality issues from 

over twenty countries throughout North, South, and Central America, and the Caribbean. 

[FN232] 

 

       Finally, we must identify possible opportunities to partner on cases with transnational impli-

cations. Indeed, it is the rare human rights case or cause that exists in a geographic vacuum. 

While a transnational perspective may not always *391 be appropriate in a given case, it is a 

good idea for lawyers and clinicians to always at least consider as much when pursuing a given 

case or legal strategy. Indeed, the United States Supreme Court has in recent years cited to for-

eign law in a number of its decisions, often accepting amicus briefs from foreign individuals, 

NGOs, and entities that have an interest in the outcome of domestic litigation in the United 

States. [FN233] Embracing a transnational perspective does not always come easy for U.S. law-

yers, but it is important for advocates to understand the implications of our country's laws and 

policies abroad, and vice versa -- even if this information does not enter into a particular case or 

campaign. 

 

       Thus, for instance, in the case of Jessica Lenahan (Gonzales) v. United States before the In-

ter-American Commission on Human Rights, involving the affirmative obligations of the gov-

ernment to protect a domestic violence victim and her children, an amicus brief submitted by 

twenty-nine amici from Latin America, the Caribbean, and Canada underscored the potential 

normative impact of the case at the regional level. [FN234] In another example, students from 

the American University Washington College of Law (WCL) worked together with students 

from the Human Rights Centre at the University of Pretoria in South Africa to make a joint sub-

mission and presentation to the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights advocating 
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for the recognition of access to essential medicines as part of the right to health. [FN235] With 

the WCL students focused on lessons from the jurisprudence of the Inter-American Human 

Rights System and the Pretoria students focused on the African Human Rights System and do-

mestic jurisprudence throughout Africa, this project signaled the potential of opening up further 

conversations between regional human rights systems. 

 

c. Developing a Framework for Lawyering that May Have Applicability Across Different Disci-

plines/Realms 

 

       Truly embracing a collaborative lawyering model also allows us lawyers to work alongside 

other professionals. The identification of the structural determinants of human rights violations 

may enable an examination of the sources of other social problems that may not generally be re-

garded as human rights concerns. For example, one might move from the individual and idiosyn-

cratic explanations for deviant behavior to the structural/socio-economic promises to *392 en-

hance critical criminal law, domestic violence law, and provide for broader solutions. Victim and 

violator alike are formed by social arrangements that are historically contingent and subject to 

variable factors. In the realm of socioeconomic rights, the work of human rights lawyers would 

be amplified by working with economists and political scientists in examining developmentbased 

approaches in tandem with right-based approaches to issues. [FN236] By enriching our peda-

gogical, theoretical, and practical approach to challenge the systems that produce anti-social 

norms, we may contribute to a better understanding of the relationship between institutional and 

individual behaviors and thus assume “a more complex recognition of shared responsibility” for 

the production of rights violations. [FN237] 

 

4. Create an Ongoing Self-Awareness Amongst Our Students 

 

       Much ink has been spilled in creating a rich corpus of scholarship about how to create a 

pedagogy that explores power differentials between students, clients, communities, institutions, 

supervisors, and the academy. As we dialogue with our colleagues, however, we are reminded 

that these teachings have not become entrenched in the pedagogy of human rights clinics. This is 

true despite the fact that often these differences are striking and likely inform the lawyering in 

either beneficial or adverse ways. We think it critical to engage in this reflective practice of 

building cross-cultural competencies because it encourages students to create a practice of self-

awareness and self-improvement, day-to-day, in cross-cultural lawyering [FN238] interactions 

and it also creates a common vocabulary for a shared discussion of these practices in individual, 

group and classroom settings. [FN239] It is all the more important for human rights students to 

squarely locate themselves in the lawyering process, as the international human rights movement 

traditionally allowed lawyers to disassociate themselves from their clients and causes, either be-

cause of the distance involved, cultural barriers, or the implicit moral *393 justification of their 

role as identified with the “universally accepted” agenda of the human rights framework. 

 

       Ten years ago, Sue Bryant and Jean Koh Peters developed the Five Habits of Cross-Cultural 

Lawyering that offer a workable pedagogy for teaching and reflecting on cross-cultural lawyer-
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ing. These Habits [FN240] (Habit One: Degrees of Separation and Connection, Habit Two: The 

Three Rings, Habit Three: Parallel Universes, Habit Four: Red Flags and Correctives, and Habit 

Five: The Camel's Back) are based on three principles: “1) [T]hat all lawyering is cross-cultural, 

2) that the competent cross-cultural lawyer remains present with this client, ever respecting her 

dignity, voice and story, and 3) that the cross-cultural lawyer must know oneself as a cultural be-

ing to understand his or her biases and ethnocentric world views.” [FN241] 

 

       Acknowledging these principles are important to avoiding diving into the “Savage-Victim-

Savior” metaphor described by Matua. [FN242] Through these practices, students explore and 

address not only the power differentials that inform their lawyering, but also confront the fact 

that culture is everywhere; indeed, the law itself is a culture which cannot be taken for granted, 

especially transnationally or amongst communities who have been shaped by differing values 

and behavior. These practices allow students to understand concepts like implicit bias and ethno-

centric thinking, which, in turn, allow them to comprehend the ways that all people misjudge, 

mishear and use their power inappropriately. Importantly, students are shaken out of rigid ways 

of thinking, for even as we teach them about cultural theory, we reinforce the notion that culture 

should not be thought of as determinative, as a perfect predictor of individual or community be-

havior. Indeed, when students early on understand to look for the cultural complexities and nu-

ances within each person as an individual, we, as a human rights movement, can effectively an-

swer the critiques levied against us in terms of essentializing victims and perpetuating imperialist 

narratives. 

 

       In this practice, it is critical not to depoliticize the role that race and culture play in perpetu-

ating systemic injustice and creating the material inequalities that our clients and partners con-

front. Teaching about race, ethnicity, and culture also improves our students' ability to under-

stand how other vectors of oppression operate in the legal system, and to learn how to use this 

understanding to achieve justice and find legal solutions for individuals and communities. It also 

enables *394 them to become leaders on these issues in the procession and broader society, as 

well as provides them a safe space where they can explore their own racial identity and how it 

shapes their lawyering process. Our reticence to make these lessons an explicit part of our peda-

gogy will signal to our students that these issues are not important or should not be discussed 

within the context of their work. We will have failed to prepare them to be the kind of self-

reflective professionals necessary to transform the human rights field. 

 

5. Lessons Learned and Offered 

 

a. What Human Rights Clinicians Have Learned 

 

       Perhaps most importantly, what we as human rights clinicians have learned from our col-

leagues practicing in the area of poverty law and community lawyering is that the justification 

for an “exceptionalism” for human rights within the clinical field--that human rights clinics are 

different and therefore require a different pedagogy and set of lawyering tools--is overinflated. 

We fully recognize that as a newer clinical discipline, human rights clinics have yet to incorpo-
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rate many of the traditional critical legal theory principles in scholarship and in practice, but we 

find the theoretical underpinnings of critical legal theory allow the principles to be extended and 

applied to the work we do. 

 

b. What Poverty Law and Community Lawyering Clinicians Have Learned 

 

       Based on our conversations with our human rights clinical colleagues, we as poverty law and 

community lawyering clinicians are energized by the expansiveness and creativity that routinely 

informs human rights lawyering. One of the outgrowths of not having as many strict legal con-

straints on the work, in terms of available claims or possible fora, appears to have been to en-

courage human rights practitioners to think outside the box, to view the law ultimately as a con-

struct, and to push for interpretations and outcomes that are more consistent with our clients' ob-

jectives and the objectives of grassroots social movements. It is important to be strategic about 

when to use human rights, though, and when it is used, of how to talk about it with clients, the 

public, and decision-makers. Social movements have responded well to embracing the language 

of human rights, as the manner in which human rights principles are articulated more effectively 

speak to client and constituent interests and how they define the injustices they face. [FN243] 

 

        *395 While the lessons many poverty lawyers have internalized about ethical questions 

such as who is the client and to whom or what value system does the lawyer owe allegiance con-

tinue to reverberate, they take on more urgency and new meaning as we struggle to digest the 

possibilities of incorporating human rights strategies into our work. We look to the ethical ques-

tions raised by our human rights colleagues with great interest as they navigate new but seem-

ingly-familiar territory. Similarly, the admonition of John Calmore that poverty law “is not a 

tourist adventure” and that “we must eschew the routine of the autonomous, interloping advo-

cate” strikes us as particularly important to bear in mind as we embark on new strategies. 

[FN244] We are challenged by our human rights colleagues to employ and to consider the les-

sons of “ambivalent advocacy” that may be called for in teaching our students about employing 

human rights strategies as well as more traditional advocacy strategies, in domestic social justice 

clinics. 

 

c. The Universal Periodic Review Process: Promises, Limitations and Challenges 

 

       In 2010, human rights advocates, poverty lawyers, grassroots advocates and members of 

communities confronted by the United States' failure to achieve the fulfillment of human rights 

for all, participated in various capacities as the United States underwent its first ever Universal 

Periodic Review (UPR), a process that provides a unique opportunity for applying the critiques 

put forth in this Article. [FN245] Their experiences demonstrate both the promises and limita-

tions of collaborative lawyering aimed at bringing human rights home, and the challenges asso-

ciated with concretizing critical theory in the development and implementation of advocacy 

strategies. 

 

       In creating the UPR, a process through which all United Nations member countries submit 
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themselves to a review of their human rights record and receive a series of recommendations 

upon which they will be assessed again on a four-year cycle, the UN Human Rights Council 

(HRC) explicitly set forth the following objectives: “fulfillment of a State's human rights obliga-

tions and commitments and an assessment of positive developments and challenges faced by the 

State;” [FN246] and, ultimately, “the improvement of the human rights situation on the ground.” 

[FN247] The HRC also explicitly resolved that a core principle of the *396 UPR be the recogni-

tion of “the universality, interdependence, indivisibility and interrelatedness of all human rights.” 

[FN248] And, critically, the HRC articulated that “participation of all relevant stakeholders” 

must serve as a central component of the process. [FN249] 

 

       The U.S. Human Rights Network (USHRN), under the guidance of the UPR Planning 

Committee, pursued a collective advocacy approach wherein advocates would coordinate with 

others across their respective advocacy silos to build a more inclusive human rights movement 

that accounted for the interdependence and intersectionality of rights, and made room for voices 

of communities across the United States not often heard in Washington, D.C., much less across 

the Atlantic Ocean in Geneva. The ultimate goal in seeking to support and strengthen a broad-

based human rights movement was to ensure a movement that would transcend the episodic ad-

vocacy around the Geneva-based UPR, and would reach back to the communities engaged in the 

struggle to achieve the promise of human rights in a meaningful and concrete way. [FN250] In 

this consciously collaborative approach, a broad cross-section of the advocacy community came 

together in pursuit of a range of human rights issues from housing rights, criminal justice, envi-

ronmental justice, health care, immigration, to national security and human rights, among others. 

 

       While the UPR is unique among the human rights advocacy mechanisms in that it allows 

advocates to address all of the rights contained in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 

including economic, social, and cultural rights, in addition to the traditional civil and political 

rights enshrined in the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights, it is not the panacea for all human 

rights ills communities across the United States confront. Instead, advocates embraced it as one 

additional mechanism for engaging in an interdisciplinary discourse on human rights. 

 

       But challenges persist in realizing the promise of a truly collaborative, community-based 

advocacy movement. Disparities in resources, experience, and access between the professional 

advocates and the communities on whose behalf they purport to advocate are real. The ability to 

take the time away from local struggles against eviction, denial of health care, lack of access to a 

quality education, or discrimination--often under the threat of retaliation--is, in many ways, rep-

resentative of a privilege not equally shared. As professional advocates, we must then spend 

more time reaching out to community representatives, listening to their concerns and priorities, 

and in every way, work to ensure meaningful, rather than token, participation. The participation 

of community *397 lawyers has helped to bridge the divide between the national and interna-

tional non-governmental organizations and the communities across the United States, but that 

bridge is only as strong as the underlying supports that allow for full inclusion of affected com-

munity members themselves. 
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       The on-site consultations conducted by the United States Government in preparation of their 

UPR Report to the UN Human Rights Council brought into focus the challenges in bridging the 

advocacy divide and the need for ongoing critical reflection and challenges to the existing power 

structures. While the UPR process calls upon governments to consult with civil society, to en-

gage the relevant stakeholders, nowhere is it defined who are the “relevant stakeholders,” and 

who is “civil society.” Are these categories comprised of national and international human rights 

NGOs, or does it also include members of communities excluded from existing legal and power 

structures in the United States, such as prisoners, undocumented migrants, indigenous peoples, 

sex workers, domestic workers, and agricultural workers? And what constitutes “participation” 

in the process? Is it enough for representatives of marginalized communities or “experts” in the 

field to speak on their behalf? Is it enough to have one meeting with the government at which 

individuals are given five minutes to present their concerns? Is it enough for people to be given 

the opportunity to submit written interventions or to participate in a teleconference, rather than 

engage in a meaningful dialogue during which all participants are given an opportunity to be 

heard, and where answers and action can be expected? The answer to all of these questions from 

the communities in which the consultations occurred--and more importantly, in the communities 

left out of consultations--was a resounding “no.” 

 

       Perhaps even more confounding than the questions above, are questions related to the craft-

ing of advocacy strategy and messaging, both within the advocacy movement and in engaging 

the external world. In conducting human rights trainings related to the UPR, the goals were to 

encourage broader participation and engage more advocates in the process, while at the same 

time managing expectations for a process that requires long-term engagement and rarely will re-

sult in immediate, concrete changes to the human rights situation on the ground. In the advocacy 

strategies and external messaging, questions persist as to how much should we allow ourselves to 

be confined to what we deem to be politically viable asks, framed in existing legal structures, 

rather than attempt to upend those structures, and challenge the premises underlying perceptions 

of viability, and at what risk to our credibility and our seat at the table? The study of critical the-

ory leaves us to struggle with these questions as we seek to bring outsider voices in. But as advo-

cates and clinicians, we must constantly question our assumptions and our roles, and always 

work to ensure we use our privilege to create room and access for those voices that are so often 

excluded, rather than to fill the space ourselves. And we must simultaneously ensure that we are 

teaching the why and how of these lessons to our students. 

 

*398 V. LOOKING AHEAD TOWARDS A NEW CRITICAL APPROACH TO HUMAN 

RIGHTS ADVOCACY: BUILDING A DISCOURSE OF HOPE 

 

       By way of conclusion, we distill the pedagogical lessons we have collectively learned from 

our discussions and reflections, and offer them as teaching guides for human rights practice. Al-

though these concerns are certainly incomplete, and are meant to encourage further questions and 

debate, they reflect the lessons we feel have been most critical to us at this stage of our explora-

tion. We have learned it is important in doing this work to: critically examine the utility of a hu-

man rights approach on a case-by-case basis; carefully select cases and projects considering the 
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unique positioning of the clinic; situate human rights work within a broader grassroots social 

movement; identify the distinct roles of different players in a human rights advocacy strategy; 

broaden a litigation strategy with non-litigation endeavors; include a focus on economic, social 

and cultural rights; adopt a client-centered approach that uncovers and embraces authentic client 

narrative; develop a framework for ethics in human rights practice; build transnational alliances 

and consider transnational dimensions of work; teach socio-historic determinants to highlight 

advocacy opportunities; engage students in routine practice of self-reflective lawyering, particu-

larly encouraging explorations of power differentials, strategically attempt to map the goals and 

benchmarks of ahuman rights campaign; and, anticipate any unintended consequences of human 

rights work. 

 

       Critical theory has provided guidance in teaching and advocacy in the field of human rights 

both in the international/transnational realm and social justice lawyering in the United States. 

The concerns raised in this Article suggest, however, that the potential of critical theory has not 

been fully realized. Undoubtedly, the very nature of critical theory cautions against a totalizing 

theoretical frame or the usefulness of a template praxis. The effort to improve our approach to 

human rights is not a call to develop a monolithic response nor does it suggest that improvement 

comes easily. Rather, it acknowledges that a critical approach to general legal principles embed-

ded in human rights law provides an opportunity for “a shared vision of justice [which] can be 

forged through dialogue; in which questions of value can be posed, the exercise of power chal-

lenged and the cold logic of the market subordinated to broader human needs.” [FN251] 

 

       Engaging in human rights work signifies a commitment to international solidarity. One edu-

cator has described the benefits of teaching critical theory, noting the dependency of such peda-

gogy on engagement with the social world and states: 

 

        Thus it comes with a certain discourse of hope .... [C]ritical social theorists are also 

accustomed to optimistic phrases, such as “pedagogy of hope” (Freire, *399 1994), “peda-

gogy of love” (Darder, 2002), “curriculum for Utopia” (Stanley, 1992), “care of the self” 

(Foucault, 1986), “democracy and education” (Dewey, 1916), “school reform as if democ-

racy matters” (Fraser, 1997), and “women teaching for change” (Weiler, 1994b). [FN252] 

       In reflecting on the aftermath of the 2005 Gulf Coast disasters, Bill Quigley underscored the 

importance of hope in the life of social justice advocates: 

 

        Hope is also crucial to this work. Those who want to continue the unjust status quo 

spend lots of time trying to convince the rest of us that change is impossible. Challenging 

injustice is impossible they say. Because the merchants of the status quo are constantly sell-

ing us hopelessness and diversions, we must actively seek out hope. When we find hope, 

we must drink deeply of its energy and stay connected to that source. When hope is alive, 

change is possible. [FN253] 

       Critical theory that encompasses the complex historical determinants of rights violations 

creates the potential for the efficacy of new modes of practice. Moreover, it opens the field fur-

ther to new interpretations and new solidarities. 
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